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Abstract

This thesis is mostly focused on palindromes. Palindromes have been studied
extensively, in recent years, in the field of combinatorics on words. Our main
focus is on rich words, also known as full words. These are words which have
maximum number of distinct palindromes as factors. We shed some more
light on these words and investigate certain restricted problems.

Finite rich words are known to be extendable to infinite rich words. We
study more closely how many different ways, and in which situations, rich
words can be extended so that they remain rich. The defect of a word
is defined to be the number of palindromes the word is lacking. We will
generalize the definition of defect with respect to extending the word to be
infinite. The number of rich words, on an alphabet of size n, is given an
upper and a lower bound.

Hof, Knill and Simon presented (Commun. Math. Phys. 174, 1995) a
well-known question whether all palindromic subshifts which are generated
by primitive substitutions arise from substitutions which are in class P. Over
the years, this question has transformed a bit and is nowadays called the
class P conjecture. The main point of the conjecture is to attempt to explain
how an infinite word can contain infinitely many palindromes. We will prove
a partial result of the conjecture.

Rich square-free words are known to be finite (Pelantová and Starosta,
Discrete Math. 313, 2013). We will give another proof for that result. Since
they are finite, there exists a longest such word on an n-ary alphabet. We
give an upper and a lower bound for the length of that word.

We study also balanced words. Oliver Jenkinson proved (Discrete Math.,
Alg. and Appl. 1(4), 2009) that if we take the partial sum of the lexico-
graphically ordered orbit of a binary word, then the balanced word gives the
least partial sum. The balanced word also gives the largest product. We
will show that, at the other extreme, there are the words of the form 0q−p1p

(p and q are integers with 1 ≤ p < q), which we call the most unbalanced
words. They give the greatest partial sum and the smallest product.
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Tiivistelmä

Tässä väitöskirjassa käsitellään pääasiassa palindromeja. Palindromeja on
tutkittu viime vuosina runsaasti sanojen kombinatoriikassa. Suurin kiinnos-
tuksen kohde tässä tutkielmassa on rikkaissa sanoissa. Nämä ovat sanoja
joissa on maksimaalinen määrä erilaisia palindromeja tekijöinä. Näitä sanoja
tutkitaan monesta eri näkökulmasta.

Äärellisiä rikkaita sanoja voidaan tunnetusti jatkaa äärettömiksi rikkaiksi
sanoiksi. Työssä tutkitaan tarkemmin sitä, miten monella tavalla ja missä
eri tilanteissa rikkaita sanoja voidaan jatkaa siten, että ne pysyvät rikkaina.
Sanan vajauksella tarkoitetaan puuttuvien palindromien lukumäärää. Va-
jauksen käsite yleistetään tapaukseen, jossa sanaa on jatkettava äärettömäksi
sanaksi. Rikkaiden sanojen lukumäärälle annetaan myös ylä- ja alaraja.

Hof, Knill ja Simon esittivät kysymyksen (Commun. Math. Phys.
174, 1995), saadaanko kaikki äärettömät sanat joissa on ääretön määrä
palindromeja tekijöinä ja jotka ovat primitiivisen morfismin generoimia,
morfismeista jotka kuuluvat luokkaan P. Nykyään tätä ongelmaa kutsu-
taan luokan P konjektuuriksi ja sen tarkoitus on saada selitys sille, millä
tavalla äärettömässä sanassa voi olla tekijöinä äärettömän monta palindro-
mia. Osittainen tulos tästä konjektuurista todistetaan.

Rikkaiden neliövapaiden sanojen tiedetään olevan äärellisiä (Pelantová ja
Starosta, Discrete Math. 313, 2013). Tälle tulokselle annetaan uudenlainen
todistus. Koska kyseiset sanat ovat äärellisiä, voidaan selvittää mikä niistä
on pisin. Ylä- ja alaraja annetaan tällaisen pisimmän sanan pituudelle.

Työssä tutkitaan myös tasapainotettuja sanoja. Tasapainotetut sanat
antavat pienimmän osittaissumman binäärisille sanoille (Jenkinson, Discrete
Math., Alg. and Appl. 1(4), 2009). Lisäksi ne antavat suurimman tulon.
Muotoa 0q−p1p (p ja q ovat kokonaislukuja joille 1 ≤ p < q) olevien sanojen
todistetaan vastaavasti antavan suurimman osittaissumman ja pienimmän
tulon. Ne muodostavat täten toisen ääripään tasapainotetuille sanoille, ja
asettavat kaikki muut sanat näiden väliin.
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1 Introduction

The subjects discussed in this thesis belong to the area of mathematics
called combinatorics on words. Combinatorics on words, as an area of its
own, can be traced back to the works of Axel Thue on repetition-free words
in the early 1900s (see [Th1],[Th2]). This was the first time when words
were studied as their own interest. Unfortunately his work was forgotten for
a long time, only to be rediscovered later. Combinatorics on words started
to become a systematic and more clearly shaped field after the 1950s. The
theory evolved and it culminated to the famous book of Lothaire in 1983, see
[Lot1]. After this, it has been widely studied and is nowadays recognized as
an own area of discrete mathematics in relation to computer science. Much
of this research is gathered to the second and third book of Lothaire, see
[Lot2] and [Lot3].

This thesis is mostly focused on palindromes. Palindrome is a word
which is equal to its reversal, for example aababaa. In my native language,
Finnish, there are a lot of palindromic words and sentences, for example
saippuakauppias and neulo taas niin saat oluen, which mean soap vendor
and if you knit again then I will give you a beer. In combinatorics on words,
however, we study combinatorial properties of abstract words. This means
the words do not have any semantic meaning in any natural language.

Palindromes have been a topic of wide interest in combinatorics on words
since the articles of de Luca [deL] and Droubay and Pirillo [DP], where they
studied palindromic factors inside Sturmian words. Sturmian words are an-
other important topic in combinatorics on words. They have been known
for a long time, in one form or another, but the systematic study of these
words can be traced back to Morse and Hedlund [MH] and the year 1940,
although Johann III Bernoulli was interested about them already in the
1700s, see [Ber]. They have many important applications outside mathe-
matics, for example the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 2011 was awarded to
Dan Shechtman [SBGC] for the discovery of quasicrystals, which are closely
linked to Sturmian words.

When it comes to palindromes, in this thesis we are especially interested
in words which have maximum number of palindromes as factors. Droubay,
Justin and Pirillo proved in [DJP] that every word w has at most |w|+1 many
distinct palindromic factors, where |w| is the length of the word. This paper
is the foundation for the study of rich words, or equivalently full words.
A word is rich if it has exactly this maximum number of palindromes as
factors. This new class of words was defined first by Brlek, Hamel, Nivat
and Reutenauer in [BHNR]. The first unified approach to the study of
these words as a whole was done by Glen, Justin, Widmer and Zamboni in
[GJWZ]. We will prove several new results considering how rich words can
be extended so that they remain rich.
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Another important article considering palindromes, is a paper [HKS] by
Hof, Knill and Simon, where the authors connected infinite words which
have infinitely many palindromes as factors to one-dimensional quasicrys-
tals in theoretical physics. From this paper arose a general question and
a conjecture how an infinite word can contain infinitely many palindromes.
This conjecture has been investigated in several papers, including one in this
thesis.

Avoidability of patterns in words has been a core topic in combinatorics
on words since Thue, who constructed an infinite overlap-free word on bi-
nary alphabet and an infinite square-free word on ternary alphabet. Many
problems in mathematics can be stated in the terms of avoiding some certain
patterns inside a word, which means pattern avoidance has many natural
applications in other areas, for example in Ramsey theory and Burnside
problems in algebra. In this thesis, we will discuss square-free words which
are also rich.

Besides palindromes, we study a certain problem related to finite bal-
anced words. They are closely linked to Sturmian words, since every Stur-
mian word is balanced and every finite balanced word is a factor of some
Sturmian word. Finite balanced words were studied closely by Jenkinson
and Zamboni in [JZ]. Jenkinson gave in [Jen] new properties for finite bal-
anced words with respect to majorization. We will prove that the words of
the form 0q−p1p, where p and q are integers with 1 ≤ p < q, have opposite
extremal properties to the finite balanced words.

2 Preliminaries

Next we define some basic terminology used in this thesis. For more com-
prehensive presentation about the definitions and notation in combinatorics
on words, one can look [Lot1] and [Lot2].

An alphabet A is a non-empty finite set of symbols, which we call letters.
A word is a finite sequence of letters from A. The empty word ǫ is the empty
sequence. We denote by A∗ the set of all finite words.

An infinite word is a sequence indexed by N with values in A. We denote
the set of all infinite words by Aω and define A∞ = A∗ ∪ Aω. An infinite
word is ultimately periodic if it is of form uv∞ = uvvv · · · , where v 6= ǫ. If
u = ǫ, then we say the infinite word is periodic. An infinite word that is not
ultimately periodic is aperiodic.

The length of a word w = a1a2 . . . an is denoted by |w| = n. The empty
word ǫ has length 0. A word x is a factor of a word w if w = uxv. If u = ǫ

(resp. v = ǫ) then we say that x is a prefix (resp. suffix ) of w. We denote
by |w|a the number of occurrences of letter a in w. If there occurs n distinct
letters in w then we say that w is n-ary.
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A factor x of a word w is said to be unioccurrent in w if x has exactly
one occurrence in w. Two occurrences of factor x are said to be consecutive
if there is no occurrence of x between them. A factor of w having exactly
two occurrences of a non-empty factor u, one as a prefix and the other as a
suffix, is called a complete return to u in w. An infinite word w is recurrent
if each factor x of w occurs infinitely many times in w. To each infinite
recurrent word w we associate the subshift Ω(w) of all infinite words having
the same factors as w.

An overlapping word is a word of form uuv, where v is a non-empty prefix
of u. A word of form uu, where u 6= ǫ, is called a square. A word which
does not contain a square or an overlap, is called square-free or overlap-free,
respectively. Generally, a word of form ur is called r-power if r ∈ Q and
|u| · r ∈ N.

The reversal of w = a1a2 . . . an is defined as w̃ = an . . . a2a1. A word
w is called a palindrome if w = w̃. The empty word ǫ is assumed to be a
palindrome. Let w = vu be a word and u its longest palindromic suffix.
The palindromic closure of w is defined as w(+) = vuṽ. An infinite word is
palindromic if it contains infinitely many distinct palindromes as factors.

We already mentioned that from [DJP] we get that every word w has at
most |w| + 1 many palindromic factors. Rich words are defined to be the
words which achieve this limit.

Definition. A word w is rich if it has exactly |w| + 1 distinct palindromic
factors, including the empty word. An infinite word is rich if all of its factors
are rich.

An important characterization of rich words is the following result from
[GJWZ] (Thm. 2.14).

Proposition. A finite or infinite word w is rich if and only if all complete
returns to any palindromic factor in w are themselves palindromes.

The defect of a finite word w, denoted D(w), is defined as D(w) = |w|+
1−|Pal(w)|, where Pal(w) is the set of palindromic factors in w. The defect
of an infinite word w is defined as D(w) = sup{D(u)| u is a factor of w}.
In other words, the defect tells how many palindromes the word is lacking.
Rich words are exactly those whose defect is equal to 0.

An infinite word w is balanced if for every two factors x, y of w of the
same length and for every letter a of w we have ||x|a− |y|a| ≤ 1. An infinite
binary word is Sturmian if it is balanced and aperiodic.

Let w be an infinite word. It is closed under reversal if for every factor
u of w we have that ũ is also a factor of w. A factor u of w is right special
in w if there exist two distinct letters a, b of w such that both ua and ub are
factors of w. The word w is episturmian if it is closed under reversal and
has at most one right special factor of each length.
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A function τ : A → A+ is called a substitution. The definition of sub-
stitution extends by concatenation to morphisms A∗ → A∗ and Aω → Aω.
A substitution τ : A → A+ is primitive if there exists n ∈ N such that
|τn(a)|b > 0 for all a, b ∈ A. An infinite word w is a called a fixed point
of a substitution τ if τ(w) = w, and pure primitive morphic if it is a fixed
point of some primitive substitution. An infinite word w ∈ Aω is called
primitive morphic if there exists a pure primitive morphic word u ∈ Bω and
a substitution τ : B∗ → A∗ such that w = τ(u).

Let us set A = {0, 1} and define 0 < 1. The lexicographic order on
words u = u1 . . . un and v = v1 . . . vn in An is defined by: u < v if there
exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that uk = vk for all k = 1, . . . , j − 1 and uj < vj .
We denote u ≤ v if either u < v or u = v. The cyclic shift σ : An →
An is defined by σ(w1 . . . wn) = w2 . . . wnw1. The orbit O(w) of a word
w ∈ An is the vector O(w) = (O1(w), . . . ,On(w)), where the words Oi(w)
are the iterated cyclic shifts w, σ(w), . . . , σn−1(w) arranged in lexicographic
order from the smallest to the largest. We will set (w)2 =

∑n
i=1wi2

n−i

for a word w = w1w2 . . . wn and define the base-2 orbit of w by I(w) =
(I1(w), . . . , In(w)) = ((O1(w))2, . . . , (On(w))2).

Let p and q be coprime integers such that 1 ≤ p < q. Wp,q will denote
the set of binary words w ∈ {0, 1}q such that |w|1 = p and |w|0 = q − p.
A finite word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ is (cyclically) balanced if for every equal-length
factors u and v of every cyclic shift of w we have ||u|1−|v|1| ≤ 1. From [BS]
we know that there are q balanced words in Wp,q and they are all in the
same orbit. We define Wp,q to be the set of all orbits in Wp,q. This means
there is a unique balanced orbit in each Wp,q.

3 The structure of the thesis

The thesis consists of four journal articles and manuscripts. The first three
are focused on rich words and palindromes, and the fourth one is related
to finite balanced words. In this section, we will introduce the articles and
present some results.

3.1 Extensions of rich words

The authors of [GJWZ] initiated the systematic study of rich words, which
we desire to continue. They proved several basic results on these words.
One of them was that, if w is a rich word then there exist letters x and z,
which occur in w, such that wx and zw are rich. This means that every rich
word can be extended to be an infinite rich word. However, it does not say
whether it can be extended with two or more distinct letters to the right,
or to the left.
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In [V1], we will prove that if w is a rich word then there exists a word u

(over the same alphabet as w) such that wu is rich, |u| < 2|w| and wu can be
extended richly with at least two distinct letters. The length of our word u is
most definitely not optimal, but this means that eventually we can extend a
rich word with two letters. We leave as an open question the shortest length
of necessary u. Solving it would give us much insight about the structure of
the tree of rich words. We will study also many other problems related to
extending a rich word.

In [GJWZ], it was proved that the palindromic closure preserves richness.
We will prove that it also preserves the number of distinct rich extensions.
Periodic rich infinite words were studied in [BHNR] and [GJWZ]. We will
prove that every rich word can be extended to a periodic rich infinite word.

In [V1], we will also study the number of rich words, on an alphabet of
size n. For the lower bound, we will use the fact that every rich word can
be eventually extended in at least two ways.

The concept of defect has been studied from many points of views. We
will generalize this with respect to how much the defect must increase if a
word has to be extended to an infinite word. We call this the infinite defect.
We give several upper bounds for it and point out few properties.

There are several open questions left out in [V1]. Most interesting is the
length of the shortest u such that wu can be extended with at least two
letters. This would help us to understand the structure of rich words better
and also to count how many there are.

3.2 Class P conjecture

Hof, Knill and Simon define in [HKS] the class P of morphisms f : A∗ → B∗

of the form a 7→ pqa, where p and qa are palindromes. They present a re-
mark, where they ask if every palindromic subshift generated by a primitive
substitution is generated by a substitution in P.

It turns out it is meaningful to replace the class P of morphisms in the
question with a class of morphisms which are conjugate to some morphism
in P. We refer to this class of morphisms with P ′ and denote by FP ′ the
set of all infinite words which are fixed by some primitive morphism in class
P ′.

The original problem of Hof, Knill and Simon has transformed slightly
over time and is nowadays known as the class P conjecture.

Conjecture. If x is a palindromic word fixed by a primitive morphism, then
x ∈ FP ′.

Some partial results of this conjecture have been proved, for example
for periodic words in [ABCD] and for binary words in [Tan]. In any case,
the conjecture is not generally true. Labbé gave a counterexample to it on
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a ternary alphabet in [Lab2]. Note that this counterexample is still not a
counterexample to the original problem, which was stated for subshifts.

The natural way to see the class P conjecture is that it tries to tell what
it takes for a fixed point of primitive substitution to contain infinitely many
palindromes. A random primitive substitution does not generally preserve
palindromes, which means that a substitution that generates infinitely many
palindromes has probably some kind of special structure.

In [HVZ], we make some remarks about the conjecture and prove a
partial result of it:

Theorem. Let y be a primitive morphic word with finite defect. Then there
exists a morphism f ∈ P ′ and x ∈ FP ′ such that y = f(x).

3.3 Rich square-free words

Pelantová and Starosta proved in [PS] that every recurrent word with finite
Θ-defect contains infinitely many overlapping factors. Here, Θ is any invo-
lutive antimorphism. If Θ is equal to the reversal mapping, which is also an
involutive antimorphism, then Θ-defect is equal to the defect. This means
that a corollary of the mentioned result in [PS] is that every infinite rich
word contains a square.

Since every infinite rich word contains a square, we get that all rich
square-free words are finite. This means we can look for a longest one.
The length of a longest rich square-free word, on an alphabet of size n, was
denoted by r(n) in [PS]. The exact formula for r(n) was left as an open
problem.

In [V3], we will give a recursive construction for rich square-free words
for every size of the alphabet. The lengths of these words trivially give us a
lower bound for r(n). We make a conjecture that the exact formula of r(n)
can be achieved using these words. We will also give an upper bound for
r(n). Totally, we prove:

Proposition. 2, 008n ≈ 1068
n

10 ≤ r(n) ≤
√
5
n ≈ 2, 237n, for n ≥ 5.

This square-freeness is related to a more general problem about rep-
etitions in words. The repetition threshold, on an alphabet of size n, is
the smallest number r such that there exists an infinite word which avoids
greater than r-powers. We denote this number by RT (n). Dejean gave in
[Dej] a famous conjecture about this number, which have now been proven
(see [Rao]).

We note that the repetition threshold can be studied also for a limited
class of infinite words. For example, the episturmian repetition threshold
ERT (n) is the smallest number r such that there exists an episturmian
word which avoids greater than r-powers. Similarly, we will define the rich
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repetition threshold RRT (n). Since episturmian words are known to be rich
by [DJP], we get from [PS] that RRT (n), ERT (n) ≥ 2. The exact values of
these numbers are left as an open question.

Open problem. Determine the repetition threshold for episturmian words
and for rich words, on an alphabet of size n.

3.4 The most unbalanced words

Jenkinson studied finite balanced words in [Jen] with respect to majoriza-
tion. Majorization has several applications and will come up in several
areas of mathematics, especially in probability, statistics and graph the-
ory. He proved that these words have the least partial sum, with respect to
majorization, and the largest product, among all words in the same set of
orbits.

For w,w′ ∈ Wp,q the base-2 orbit I(w) of w is said to majorize the base-2
orbit I(w′) of w′, denoted w′ ≺ w, if

i∑

k=1

Ik(w′) ≥
i∑

k=1

Ik(w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

We denote the partial sums of the orbit of w by Si(w) =
∑i

k=1 Ik(w). To
be exact, he proved:

Theorem. Let b be the balanced orbit in Wp,q. For any w ∈ Wp,q we have

Si(b) ≥ Si(w) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

Theorem. For w ∈ Wp,q the product P (w) =
∏q

i=1 Ii(w) is maximized
precisely when w is balanced.

In [V2], we will study words of the form 0q−p1p, where p and q are
integers with 1 ≤ p < q. We will notice that these words have exactly the
opposite extremal properties to the finite balanced words. This is the reason
we call them the most unbalanced words.

We prove that the most unbalanced word is the greatest element in Wp,q,
with respect to partial sum. We also prove that the product of the most
unbalanced word is the smallest among words in Wp,q, if p < q − p. These
results places every other word in Wp,q between these two extremal words,
with respect to these properties.
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A word w is rich if it has |w| + 1 many distinct palindromic factors, including the 
empty word. This article contains several results about rich words, particularly related to 
extending them. A word w can be eventually extended richly in n ways if there exists a finite 
word u and n distinct letters a ∈ Alph(w) such that wua is rich. We will prove that every 
(non-unary) rich word can be eventually extended richly in at least two different ways, but 
not always in three or more ways. We will also prove that every rich word can be extended 
to both periodic and aperiodic infinite rich words.
The defect of a finite word w is defined by D(w) = |w| +1 −|Pal(w)|. This concept has been 
studied in various papers. Here, we will define a new concept, infinite defect. For a finite 
word w the definition is D∞(w) = min{D(z) | z is an infinite word which has factor w}. 
We will show that the infinite defect of a finite word is always finite and give some upper 
bounds for it. The difference between defect and infinite defect is also investigated.
We will also give an upper and a lower bound for the number of rich words. A new class 
of words, two-dimensional rich words, is also introduced.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In [11], it was proved that every word w has at most |w| + 1 many distinct palindromic factors, including the empty 
word. The class of words which achieve this limit was introduced in [6] with the term full words. The authors of [13]
studied these words thoroughly and named them rich (in palindromes). This class of words has been studied in several 
other papers from various points of view, for example in [1,8–10] and [18].

In Section 2 we will prove several results about extending rich words. A rich word w can be extended richly with a word 
u ∈ Alph(w)+ if wu is rich. In [13] it was proved that every rich word can be extended with at least one letter. We will 
prove that every rich word w can be extended richly with at least two different letters, after it has been extended with 
a word of length at most 2|w|. This fact will be used in several places. We will also show that every rich word can be 
extended to both an infinite aperiodic and infinite periodic rich word. Also, all Sturmian words can be extended richly in 
two ways.

In Section 3 we will define a new concept, the infinite defect of a finite word. The defect of a finite word w is 
defined by D(w) = |w| + 1 − |Pal(w)|. We can also study how many defects a finite word must have if it has to 
be extended to an infinite word. Hence, we define the infinite defect of a finite word w with D∞(w) = min{D(z) |
z is an infinite word which has factor w}, where we suppose Alph(z) ⊆ Alph(w). We will show that this number is always 
finite and give some upper bounds for it. We will also study how the defect and the infinite defect can differ.
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In Section 4 we will give upper and lower bounds for the number of rich words of length n. For the lower bound we 
will use the fact that every rich word can be extended in at least two different ways after a limited extension. There have 
been no previous studies investigating the number of these words.

In Section 5 we will shortly introduce and study two-dimensional rich words and their extensions.
In Section 6 we will give some open problems from the previous sections.

1.1. Definitions and notation

An alphabet A is a non-empty finite set of symbols, called letters. A word is a finite sequence of letters from A. The empty
word ε is the empty sequence. The set A∗ of all finite words over A is a free monoid under the operation of concatenation. 
The free semigroup A+ = A∗ \ {ε} is the set of non-empty words over A.

A right (resp. left) infinite word is a sequence indexed by Z+ (resp. Z−) with values in A. A two-way infinite word is a 
sequence indexed by Z. We denote the set of all infinite words over A by Aω and define A∞ = A∗ ∪ Aω . A right infinite 
word is ultimately periodic if it can be written as uv∞ = uv v v · · ·, for some u, v ∈ A∗ , v �= ε . If u = ε , then we say the 
infinite word is periodic. An infinite word that is not ultimately periodic is aperiodic.

The length of a word w = a1a2 . . .an ∈ A+ , with each ai ∈ A, is denoted by |w| = n. The empty word ε is the unique word 
of length 0. By |w|a we denote the number of occurrences of a letter a in w . The reversal of w is denoted by w̃ = an . . .a2a1. 
A word w is called a palindrome if w = w̃ . The empty word ε is assumed to be a palindrome.

A word x is a factor of a word w ∈ A∞ if w = uxv , for some u, v ∈ A∞ . If u = ε (v = ε) then we say that x is a 
prefix (resp. suffix) of w . A factor x of a word w is said to be unioccurrent in w if x has exactly one occurrence in w . Two 
occurrences of factor x are said to be consecutive if there is no occurrence of x between them. A factor of w having exactly 
two occurrences of a non-empty factor u, one as a prefix and the other as a suffix, is called a complete return to u in w .

If w = uv ∈ A+ , we use the notation u−1 w = v or w v−1 = u to mean the removal of a prefix or a suffix of w . The right
(resp. left) palindromic closure of a word w is the unique shortest palindrome w(+) (resp. (+)w) having w as a prefix (resp. 
suffix). If u is the (unique) longest palindromic suffix of w = vu then w(+) = vuṽ .

Let w be a finite or infinite word. The set F(w) is the set of all factors of w , the set Alph(w) is the set of all letters that 
occur in w and the set Pal(w) is the set of all palindromic factors of w . We say that a word w is unary if |Alph(w)| = 1, 
binary if |Alph(w)| = 2, ternary if |Alph(w)| = 3 and n-ary if |Alph(w)| = n

Other basic definitions and notation in combinatorics on words can be found from Lothaire’s books [14] and [15].

1.2. Basic properties of rich words

In this subsection we provide some basic definitions and state some already known properties and characterizations of 
rich words.

Proposition 1.1. (See [11, Proposition 2].) A word w has at most |w| + 1 distinct palindromic factors, including the empty word.

Definition 1.2. A word w is rich if it has exactly |w| + 1 distinct palindromic factors.

Definition 1.3. An infinite word is rich if all of its factors are rich.

Proposition 1.4. (See [13, Corollary 2.5].) A word w is rich if and only if all of its factors are rich.

Proposition 1.5. (See [13, Corollary 2.5].) If w is rich, then it has exactly one unioccurrent longest palindromic suffix (referred to later 
as lps or lps(w)).

From Corollary 2.5 in [13] we also get that if w is rich then w̃ is rich. From this we see that the above proposition holds 
for prefixes also and we refer to the unioccurrent longest palindromic prefix of w as lpp or lpp(w).

Proposition 1.6. (See [13, Theorem 2.14].) A finite or infinite word w is rich if and only if all complete returns to any palindromic factor 
in w are themselves palindromes.

Proposition 1.7. (See [13, Proposition 2.8].) Suppose w is a rich word. Then there exist letters x, z ∈ Alph(w) such that wx and zw
are rich.

Proposition 1.8. (See [13, Proposition 2.6].) Palindromic closure preserves richness.

Let w be a word and u �= w its longest proper palindromic suffix. The proper palindromic closure of w = vu is defined 
as w(++) = vuṽ . From the proof of Proposition 2.8 in [13] we get that also the proper palindromic closure preserves 
richness using the fact that the longest proper palindromic suffix (referred to later as lpps(w) or lpps) can occur only in 
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the beginning and the end of the word. Hence, we create a new palindrome in every step when we are taking the proper 
palindromic closure and the word stays rich.

Proposition 1.9. (See [13, proof of Proposition 2.8].) The proper palindromic closure preserves richness.

2. Extensions of rich words

We say that a finite rich word w can be extended richly with a word u ∈ Alph(w)+ if wu is rich. The word wu is called 
a rich extension of w with the word u. We also say that w can be extended richly in n ways if there exists n distinct letters 
a ∈ Alph(w) such that wa is rich. The word w can be eventually extended richly in n ways if there exists a finite word u such 
that the word wu is rich and can be extended richly in n ways.

Theorem 2.1. Let w be a non-unary rich word. There exists a word u such that wu is rich, |u| < 2|w| and wu can be extended richly 
in at least two ways.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to take the largest power an of any letter a in w and then extend w richly with a word u
such that an is a suffix of wu. We choose u so that wu does not have a factor an+1. After this, we can extend wu richly 
with the letter a and with the letter that is before the lpps(wu), which we denote by b. The extension with a gives us 
a new palindrome an+1 and the extension with b gives us a new palindrome blpps(wu)b. The letter b is different than a
because otherwise there would be a power an+1 in wu.

Now we only have to show that we actually can extend w richly such that an is a suffix. Suppose w = zv , where 
v = lpps(w). Now w(++) = zv z̃ is rich because of Proposition 1.9. If an is a factor of z then we can cut the word w(++) = wz̃
inside z̃ such that it has an as a suffix. If an is a suffix of v , and hence also a prefix of v , then we are already done. The 
remaining case is where an is as a factor only inside v .

For this case we take the proper palindromic closure of w(++) = zv z̃. If x = lpps(w(++)) would be longer than v z̃ then 
it would induce another occurrence of v inside of v z̃ (not as a suffix) and hence also inside of zv = w . This is impossible 
because v = lpps(w). So x cannot be longer than v z̃, which gives us two subcases: 1) v z̃ = v ′x, where v ′ is a prefix of 
v = v ′v ′′ , and 2) z̃ = z′x.

Case 1. Now the word zv z̃ṽ ′ is rich and if an is a factor of v ′ then we can cut the word zv z̃ṽ ′ inside ṽ ′ such that an is 
a suffix. If an is not a factor of v ′ then it has to be a factor of v ′′ , which is impossible. This comes from the fact that v ′v ′′ z̃
would be an overlap of two palindromes v and x, where v ′′ is the common part which contains an but the other parts v ′
and z̃ would not contain an .

Case 2. Now the word zvz′xz̃′v is rich and because v contains an as a factor we can cut the word zvz′xz̃′v inside the 
latter v such that an is a suffix.

Clearly, in each case we constructed the rich extension wu such that |u| < 2|w|. �
Example 2.2. Let us apply the idea from the previous theorem to the following rich word
w = 11011010101010110011000111000011100. The word can be extended richly with only letter 0 and the largest 
powers of both letters 0 and 1 are inside the lpps 00111000011100. We take the proper palindromic closure w(++) =
w011001101010101011011 = wz′x, where the new lpps is x = 11011. Now we get 111 as a suffix: (w(++))(++) =
wz′xz̃′00111 · · · and we can extend the word richly with both 0 and 1.

Remark 2.3. The original word in the previous example has length 35 and the new word, up to the point where we can 
extend it in two ways, has length 77. We can increase the ratio 77/35 = 2.2 ultimately close to 3 by making the block 
010101010 longer. So the bound from the previous theorem can be reached if we use the idea of the proof on how to 
extend the word richly. However, the word w0 can already be extended richly in two ways. This implies that the bound 
|u| < 2|w| from Theorem 2.1 can be improved extensively.

Remark 2.4. We can construct words for which the number of consecutive unique rich extensions grows arbitrar-
ily large, i.e. in every step we extend the word we can choose only from one letter. For example, the rich word 
01011011101111011111001 has to be extended four times with the letter 1 before we can extend it with both letters 
0 and 1. For n unique extensions the general version of the word is (

∏n
k=1 01k)001. Notice that the length of the word is 

(n+1)n
2 + 3, which means it grows rapidly.
We also have words for which the consecutive unique rich extensions are not made with the same letter. For example, 

the word 1010010011000110010 has to be extended first with the letter 0 and then with the letter 1.

The next proposition will be used to prove Propositions 2.6 and 2.7. It gives us a necessary condition whether two rich 
words can appear in a same rich word.
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Proposition 2.5. Two rich words u and v cannot be factors of the same rich word if there are words u′ ∈ F(u) and v ′ ∈ F(v) such that 
lps(u′) = lps(v ′), lpp(u′) = lpp(v ′) and u′ �= v ′ .

Proof. From Theorem 6 in [9] we understand immediately that if a word would contain such words as u and v as factors, 
and hence u′ and v ′ , then it would not be rich. �
Proposition 2.6. Not every ternary rich word can be eventually extended richly in 3 ways.

Proof. The word w = 0020102202 is rich. Let us prove that it cannot be eventually extended richly in 3 ways. First, we give 
some forbidden factors that can never appear in any rich extension of w , by using Proposition 2.5.

The factors 12, 21, 001 and 0202 are forbidden because w has factors 102, 201, 00201 and 020102202, respectively. 
Suppose some rich extension of w has factor 00. Then we could take the first occurrence of 00 and get that the rich 
extension has factor w̃ = 2022010200. This is because the complete return to 00 has to be a palindrome. Thus, we would 
have factors 22010200 and 10200, which means that the factors 2200 and 100 are also forbidden.

Now suppose the contrary: there exists a rich extension wu such that wu0, wu1 and wu2 are rich. The last letter of 
wu has to be 0 because otherwise we would have factors 12 or 21. Now we have three cases depending on which is the 
second last letter of wu.

1) Suppose wu = x00. This would give a forbidden factor 001 in wu1 = x001.
2) Suppose wu = x10. This would give a forbidden factor 100 in wu0 = x100.
3) Suppose wu = x20. If the third last letter is 0 then we would get a factor 0202 in wu2. If the third last letter is 1

then we would get a factor 12 already in wu. If the third last letter is 2 then we would get a factor 2200 in wu0. These 
are all forbidden factors.

In each case we get a contradiction and the proof is complete. �
Proposition 2.7. For every n ≥ 3 there exists an n-ary rich word which cannot be eventually extended richly in n ways.

Proof. The case n = 3 follows from the previous proposition. For n ≥ 4 we take the word w = 123 · · · (n − 1)n.
Similar to the previous proof, factors 13, 31, 24, 42, . . . , (n − 2)n and n(n − 2) can never appear on any rich extension 

of w . Suppose to the contrary that wu is such that we can extend it richly in n ways, i.e. with all the letters 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Now, for every last letter of wu we would always get one of the forbidden factors listed above. �
Remark 2.8. For every n ≥ 1 there also exists an n-ary rich word which can be extended richly in n ways. The word 
50102010301020104010201030102010 is an example for n = 6. You can construct a generalized word of this by starting 
from a one-letter word. Subsequently, you repeatedly introduce a new letter, adding it between every letter and also to the 
end and the beginning of the word. After you have n − 1 letters you just add the last new letter to the beginning.

Remark 2.9. From the proof of the previous proposition we also see that if a word has factors of the form 0k1l2m3n , where 
k, l, m, n ≥ 1, then we can never extend the word richly with all the letters 0, 1, 2 and 3.

Proposition 2.10. Every non-unary rich word w can be extended to an infinite aperiodic rich word.

Proof. We can construct such a word for every rich w by repeating the procedure of Theorem 2.1 infinitely many times. 
We first choose the largest power an of some letter a in w . Then we extend the word such that this largest power is a 
suffix. Then we richly extend the resulting word with the letter a and we get a new palindrome an+1. We further extend 
that word with the letter that is before the factor an+1. When we repeat this procedure to the resulting word we always 
get larger powers of this letter. This kind of word is clearly aperiodic and rich. �
Proposition 2.11. Every rich word w can be extended to an infinite periodic rich word.

Proof. From Proposition 1.9 we get that w(++) = uv is a rich palindrome, where v denotes the lpps of w(++) . We prove 
by induction that w(++)n = un v , where w(++)n

means taking the proper palindromic closure n times in a row. It holds for 
n = 1. Suppose it holds for n = k.

Now we have to prove that w(++)k+1 = uk+1 v . When we use the assumption that the claim is true for n = k, 
we get w(++)k+1 = (uk v)(++) = (v(ũ)k)(++) = (ũv(ũ)k−1)(++) . Because v(ũ)k−1 = uk−1 v is a palindrome, we get that 
lpps(ũv(ũ)k−1) = v(ũ)k−1. Otherwise v(ũ)k−1 would occur somewhere else than at the end or the beginning of the word 
ũv(ũ)k−1 and hence v would not be the lpps of w(++) . This all means that w(++)k+1 = (ũv(ũ)k−1)(++) = ũv(ũ)k−1ũ = uk+1 v .

We get that u∞ is an infinite periodic rich word which has w as a prefix. �
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Finite rich words can always be extended richly with some letter by Proposition 1.7. The next proposition shows that the 
same also holds for infinite rich words. This means that left and right infinite rich words can be extended richly to two-way 
infinite words.

Proposition 2.12. For every right infinite rich word w there exists a letter a ∈ Alph(w) such that aw is rich.

Proof. We suppose to the contrary, that for every a ∈ Alph(w) the word aw is not rich. From the definition of a rich infinite 
word we get that for every a ∈ Alph(w) there exists a word ua such that ua is a non-rich prefix of aw . Suppose that ub is 
longest of them. Now we would get that b−1ub is a rich word and cannot be extended richly to the left with any letter. This 
is a contradiction because of Proposition 1.7. �

The next proposition shows that taking the palindromic closure of the reverse of a rich word, i.e. the left palindromic 
closure, preserves the number of rich extensions that the original word had.

Proposition 2.13. If w is rich and can be extended richly in n ways, then so can be w̃(+) .

Proof. Let w be a rich word and w̃(+) = uw = w̃ũ = uvũ, where v = lpp(w). If u = ε then w is a palindrome and the claim 
is true, so suppose u �= ε . We suppose that wa is rich and wb is non-rich, for letters a, b ∈ Alph(w). Now we only need to 
prove that 1) w̃(+)a is rich and 2) w̃(+)b is non-rich.

1) Suppose that p is the lps of wa, which means it is unioccurrent in wa. We will prove that p is also unioccurrent 
lps of w̃(+)a = uwa = uvũa. Clearly p cannot occur inside w nor w̃ , otherwise it would not be unioccurrent in wa. So if p
would not be unioccurrent in w̃(+)a then it has to contain v .

Suppose that p = xv y, where xy �= ε . If p = wa = vũa, then another occurrence of p in w̃(+)a = uwa = w̃ũa would 
imply another occurrence of v in w (u �= ε). If p �= wa = vũa, then the occurrence of p in the end of wa would again 
directly imply another occurrence of v in w (xy �= ε). Suppose that xy = ε , i.e. p = v . This would directly imply that 
wa = vũa = pũa has two occurrences of p. So in every case we get a contradiction.

2) The lps of w̃(+)b clearly cannot be wb, otherwise wb would be a palindrome and hence rich. The lps of w̃(+)b cannot 
be strictly longer than wb = vũb because then v would occur at least twice in w , which is impossible because v = lpp(w). 
If the lps of w̃(+)b = uwb is shorter than wb then it is not unioccurrent, because wb was non-rich. This means w̃(+)b is 
not rich. �

At the end of this section we prove that every factor of any Sturmian word can always be extended richly in two ways. 
However, let us first define Sturmian words. In the following we suppose that all words are binary.

A word w is balanced if for every two factors x, y ∈ F(w) of the same length and for every letter a ∈ Alph(w) the number 
||x|a − |y|a| is at most 1. If a word is not balanced then it is unbalanced. An infinite word is Sturmian if it is balanced and 
aperiodic. A finite word is Sturmian if it is a factor of an infinite Sturmian word. From [10] (Proposition 2) we get that all 
Sturmian words are actually rich. This was proved for trapezoidal words, of which Sturmian words are a subset.

Proposition 2.14. (See [4, Proposition 2.1.17].) A finite word is Sturmian if and only if it is balanced.

Proposition 2.15. (See [4, Proposition 2.1.3].) A word u is unbalanced if and only if there exists a palindrome v such that 0v0 and 1v1
are factors of u.

Proposition 2.16. Every finite Sturmian word can always be extended richly in two ways.

Proof. Suppose u is a finite Sturmian word and Alph(u) = {0, 1}. From Proposition 2.14 we get that u is balanced. We only 
have to prove that both u1 and u0 are rich.

Suppose to the contrary that u1 is not rich (the case u0 is identical). Now u1 is unbalanced because otherwise it would 
be Sturmian and hence rich. Proposition 2.15 tells us that there is a palindrome v such that 0v0 and 1v1 are factors of u1. 
Because u was balanced, the factor 1v1 has to be a suffix of u1 and it cannot occur anywhere else in the word. This means 
that 1v1 is a new palindrome and u1 is rich, which is a contradiction. �
3. The infinite defect

Rich words were defined such that they contain the maximum number of possible palindromes. We can define other 
words with respect to how many palindromes they lack compared to rich words, i.e. the defect of a word. This concept 
has been studied in various papers from different angles, for example in [13,6,7,2] and [3]. In this section we define a new 
concept, the infinite defect.
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The defect of a finite word w is defined by D(w) = |w| + 1 − |Pal(w)|. The defect of a (right, left or two-way) infinite 
word w is defined by D(w) = sup{D(u) | u is a factor of w}. If the supremum does not exist then the defect is defined to 
be ∞. Clearly, finite and infinite rich words are exactly those words with defect equal to 0.

We can also study how much the defect must grow if a word has to be extended to an infinite word. The infinite defect
of a finite word w is D∞(w) = min{D(z) | z is an infinite word which has factor w}, where we suppose Alph(z) ⊆ Alph(w). 
We need the next theorem to guarantee that the min-function in the definition is always defined.

Theorem 3.1. The infinite defect D∞(w) of a finite word w is finite.

Proof. Let u = w(+) . We will prove that u∞ has finite defect. More precisely, we will prove D(u∞) = D∞(u2) with induction. 
Thus, the claim is that D∞(un) = D∞(u2) holds for all n ≥ 2. If n = 2 then the claim is trivial. Yet, suppose it holds for n = k.

If v is any non-empty prefix of u, then clearly ṽuk−1 v is a palindromic suffix of uk v . The word ṽuk−1 v is longer than 
half of the word uk v , so if ṽuk−1 v is not unioccurrent in uk v then it must overlap with itself. We can take the longest such 
overlap and see that it is the unioccurrent lps of uk v .

We get that for every non-empty prefix v of u the word uk v has a unioccurrent lps. The word uk+1 has therefore 
the same defect as uk because we get a new palindrome in every step when we extend uk into uk+1. This completes the 
induction.

We now get our claim because clearly D∞(w) ≤ D∞(u2), where D∞(u2) is finite. �
Remark 3.2. The definition of the infinite defect is useful because there exist words for which D(w) �= D∞(w), for example 
w = 110100110111011001011: clearly D(w) = 2 but for every w0, w1, 0w and 1w the defect is equal to 3. This means 
that no matter how we extend the word we always create new defects.

Both the defect and the infinite defect of a rich word are equal to 0. The defect and the infinite defect of a finite word 
can also be the same for non-rich words. For example D(00101100) = D∞(00101100) = 1.

Remark 3.3. We could also define right and left infinite defects of w separately such that the right (left) infinite defect 
means the lowest defect of a right (resp. left) infinite word that contains w . This is also reasonable since there are words 
for which they are different. For example the word w = 101100111010111011 has defect equal to 1. We can extend w to 
the right with an infinite word 1∞ and get a word which also has defect equal to 1. But the words 0w and 1w already 
have defects equal to 2. So to get an infinite word that has the lowest defect we sometimes have to extend it to the left 
and sometimes to the right. Sometimes it does not matter.

We could also study how a right or left infinite word can be extended into a two-way infinite word. The infinite defect of 
a right or left infinite word w could be defined by D∞(w) = inf{D(z) | z is a two-way infinite word that contains w}.

If a word is rich then we know that the infinite defect is always zero. But how can we determine the infinite defect for 
other words? We know that it is always finite. An algorithm to solve the problem might not exist, but we can at least find 
some upper bounds for it. Clearly the normal defect is always a lower bound, which is sometimes achieved.

Proposition 3.4. For a finite word w we have inequalities D∞(w) ≤ D(w(+) w(+)) and D∞(w) ≤ D(w̃(+) w̃(+)).

Proof. This comes directly from the proof of Theorem 3.1. �
Remark 3.5. For some words this bound reaches the infinite defect. The word w = 00101100 is such: both w and 
w(+)w(+) = 0010110011010000101100110100 have defect equal to 1.

On the other hand, the word w = 110010010110010 has defect equal to 4, but the words w(+) = 1100100101100100 · · ·
and w̃(+) = 0100110100100110 · · · have defects equal to 5. We can do better: D(1∞ w) = 4, which means that D∞(w) = 4. 
Therefore, the bound does not reach the infinite defect.

Note that the words w(+) w(+) and w̃(+) w̃(+) can actually have different defects. Such a word is, for example, w =
0010110001010.

Proposition 3.6. Let w be a finite word and let n be the length of the longest rich suffix or prefix of w. Then D∞(w) ≤ |w| − n.

Proof. We can take the longest rich suffix (prefix) u of w = vu and extend it to be a right (resp. left) infinite rich word. 
When we add the leftover v to the beginning (resp. to the end) we clearly get at most |v| defects. �
Remark 3.7. This bound also sometimes reaches the infinite defect. For example, the word w = 00101100101 has defect 3
and so does the word 00101100101(0)∞ , where we have extended the longest rich suffix 01100101. We see that |w| − n =
11 − 8 = 3.

Sometimes the bound does not reach the infinite defect. For example, the word w = 110110011101001101100110110111
0011011 has defect 16. The longest rich suffix and prefix are v = 01110011011 and ṽ , respectively. If we want to extend
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those to be right and left infinite rich words, respectively, we have to extend them both first with 0. That creates a 
new defect. After that, both extensions 0 and 1 also create new defects. So, we have D∞(w00), D∞(w01), D∞(00w), 
D∞(10w)≥ 18. But D∞(w) = 17 because in the word w1∞ the first letter 1 creates a new defect (which we cannot avoid) 
but after that we always get a new palindrome 1k , where k ≥ 4.

Proposition 3.8. Let w be a finite word and let n be the length of the largest power of any letter in w. Then D∞(w) ≤ D(w) + n. If w
ends or begins with ak then we can choose n = na − k, where ana is the largest power of letter a in w.

Proof. Suppose an is the largest power of letter a in w . If we now extend the word w with a∞ then we create a new 
palindrome am , where m > n, in every step after we have extended w with at least an . So we create at most n new defects. 
Clearly, if w ends or begins with ak then we create at most n − k new defects. �
Remark 3.9. This bound also sometimes reaches the infinite defect; for example, if we look at the previous remark where 
the defect was 16. Now, the largest power of letter 1 is 13 and the word w ends with 12. So we get that D∞(w) ≤
D(w) + 3 − 2 = 17.

For the word w = 101001111000111101001, which has defect 4, this bound does not reach the infinite defect. The 
largest powers of letters in w are 03 and 14. If we now extend the word with 0∞ or 1∞ to the left or right we get at least 
one defect more in each case. But we can see that D(w(01)∞) = 4, which means D∞(w) = 4.

Note that the previous three propositions also give us a method to construct the infinite word which contains a given 
word w . Note also that the constructions in Propositions 3.6 and 3.8 may sometimes give a smaller defect than what the 
bound always guarantees.

Proposition 3.10. Each finite word can be extended to both periodic and aperiodic infinite words with finite defects.

Proof. Let w be a finite word. Using Theorem 3.1 we can construct a periodic infinite word (w(+))∞ . Using Propositions 3.6
and 2.10 we can construct an aperiodic infinite word: we take the longest rich suffix of w and extend it to an aperiodic rich 
word. Clearly these both have finite defect. �

Next, let us look at how the defect and the infinite defect can differ. First, we define some functions for an integer n:

D(n) = max
{

D(w)
∣∣ w is a word of length at most n

}
,

D∞(n) = max
{

D∞(w)
∣∣ w is a word of length at most n

}
,

Ddif(n) = max
{

D∞(w) − D(w)
∣∣ w is a word of length at most n

}
.

We clearly see that D(n) and D∞(n) are unbounded growing functions. For the function Ddif(n) we can prove the following 
inequality.

Proposition 3.11. D∞(n) − D(n) ≤ Ddif(n).

Proof. Let us choose w to be a word for which D∞(w) = D∞(n). Now clearly D(w) ≤ D(n). From this we get that D∞(n) −
D(n) ≤ D∞(w) − D(w) ≤ Ddif(n). �
Proposition 3.12. The function Ddif(n) is a unbounded growing function.

Proof. It is trivially growing, so we only need to prove the unboundedness.
Suppose to the contrary, that there exists k > 1 such that ∀n : Ddif(n) < k. We will consider the word u =

001k+101w101k+100, where w is a word which does not have 1k+1 as a factor but still has every palindrome of length at 
most 2k + 2 as a factor that is possible under this restriction. Now we need to prove that no matter how we extend w to 
be an infinite word, the defect will always grow by at least k.

We cannot get a lower defect by extending the word at the both ends, so we suppose that we only extend it to the right. 
Every time we put a letter at the end of u we cannot get a new palindromic factor that would contain 1k+1. This comes 
from the fact that w does not contain 1k+1 and the factor 1k+1 is preceded by 10 and followed by 00. This means that after 
we have extended the word u with k letters we have no new palindromes because every palindrome of length 2k + 2 or 
shorter is contained in w . �
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4. The number of rich words

All binary words of length 7 or shorter are rich. The shortest non-rich binary words are of length 8 and there are four 
of them: 00101100, 00110100, 11010011, 11001011. Since not every word is rich it is natural to study how many of them 
exist.

Let us mark with rk(n) the number of k-ary rich words of length n. The next proposition states that there is an expo-
nentially decreasing upper bound for r2(n)/2n (i.e. the ratio of rich binary words from all binary words).

Proposition 4.1. r2(n)/2n ≤ (63/64)�n/8 .

Proof. First we give a recursive upper bound for r2(n). We start with the exact initial values: r2(k) = 2k for 0 ≤ k ≤ 7. 
Because there are four words of length 8 that are not rich and every binary rich word can be extended richly in at most 
two ways, we get a recursive inequality r2(n) ≤ 28r2(n − 8) − 4r2(n − 8) = 252r2(n − 8) for n ≥ 8. This recursive inequality 
is easy to solve: r2(n) ≤ 252�n/82n−8�n/8 .

Now we have r2(n)/2n ≤ 252�n/82n−8�n/8/2n = 252�n/82−8�n/8 = (63/64)�n/8 . �
Using the idea from the previous proof, we can trivially enhance the upper bound. We just need to note that there are 

16 non-rich words of length 9, 44 non-rich words of length 10, 108 non-rich words of length 11 and 266 non-rich words of 
length 12, such that all these non-rich words do not contain the shorter ones as a suffix (so they really do create completely 
new non-rich words).

Corollary 4.2. For n ≥ 12 we have r2(n) ≤ 2r2(n − 1) − 4r2(n − 8) − 16r2(n − 9) − 44r2(n − 10) − 108r2(n − 11) − 266r2(n − 12), 
where we have the exact values of r2(k) for 0 ≤ k ≤ 11.

We can of course do the same for every size of the alphabet if we change a few numbers in the above proof. Suppose 
k ≥ 3. All k-ary words of length 3 or shorter are rich but all the words of form 0120 are non-rich and there are k(k −1)(k −2)

of them.

Corollary 4.3. rk(n)/kn ≤ (1 − k(k − 1)(k − 2)/k4)�n/4 .

For the lower bound of rk(n) we can use Theorem 2.1.

Proposition 4.4. For n ≥ 1 we have rk(n) ≥ rk(n − 1) + rk(�n/3), where rk(0) = 1.

Proof. Every rich word can be extended richly in at least one way. From Theorem 2.1 we get that every rich word w
of length �n/3 can be extended richly in at least two ways after it has been extended with a proper word u such that 
|wu| < n. These facts clearly give us our recursive formula when we notice that rk(0) = 1. �
Remark 4.5. We do not know whether the function that comes from the recursive formula of the lower bound is exponen-
tially growing or not. Note that we can improve the lower bound if we can improve Theorem 2.1. Note also that Remark 2.4
gives some limitations for improving it.

For 0 ≤ n ≤ 25 the exact numbers of r2(n) are:

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
r2(n) 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 252 488 932 1756

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
3246 5916 10618 18800 32846 56704 96702 163184

20 21 22 23 24 25
272460 450586 738274 1199376 1932338 3089518

In Fig. 1 there are both the bounds and the 26 first exact numbers of rich binary words. The picture would imply that 
the upper bound cannot be enhanced very much but the lower bound can be. This means that there is much to improve in 
Theorem 2.1.

5. Two-dimensional rich words

Let A be a finite alphabet. We define a two-dimensional word to be an infinite rectangular grid Z2 where every pair 
(i, j) ∈ Z

2 gets a value from A ∪ {ε}. We denote the letter (or the empty word) from the pair of indices (i, j) ∈ Z
2 of a 
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Fig. 1. The exact number of rich binary words r2(n) and the bounds.

Fig. 2. Two rich two-dimensional words.

two-dimensional word w by w(i, j). Two-dimensional words have been studied in various papers, for example in [5,12,17]
and [16], but the idea has not been applied to rich words. Here we define rich two-dimensional words and introduce some 
notions about them.

A two-dimensional word w is rich if ∀i, j ∈ Z: the words w(i, j)w(i, j + 1) · · · w(i, j + n) and w(i, j)w(i + 1, j) · · · w(i +
n, j) are rich, where n ≥ 0 and w(i, j + k), w(i + k, j) �= ε for every k (0 ≤ k ≤ n).

We say that a two-dimensional word w can be extended to a rich plane if for every (i, j) ∈ Z
2 for which w(i, j) = ε

there exists a letter a ∈ Alph(w) such that if we set w(i, j) = a then the new two-dimensional word is rich.

Example 5.1. The two-dimensional words in Fig. 2 are both rich. The first one can trivially be extended to a rich plane by 
just adding the letter 1 for every empty spot, but the latter cannot. This comes from the fact that we would be forced to 
extend the (8 × 8)-square to the right so that the vertical word becomes 00101100, which is non-rich.

Let us suppose we have a binary alphabet {0, 1}. We saw that rich (8 × 8)-squares cannot always be extended to rich 
planes. The next proposition states that every (6 × 6)-square can always be extended to a rich plane. The (6 × 6)-square 
does not need to be full with letters because every binary word of length 6 or shorter is rich.

Proposition 5.2. If w is a two-dimensional binary word such that every w(i, j) �= ε is inside a (6 ×6)-square, then w can be extended 
to a rich plane.

Proof. The proof is constructive. We suppose that the corners of the (6 × 6)-square of w are (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 0), 
(0, 0, 1, 1) or (0, 1, 0, 1), where the order of the corners is left lower, left upper, right upper and right lower. Clearly all 
other possibilities are isomorphic in terms of the orientation of the plane and/or swapping the letters. If the (6 × 6)-square 
is not full, we can extend it to be full in any way we want.

Now, we can extend all the four possibilities in a way that is described in Fig. 3. The big letters 0 and 1 mean that 
the whole part of the plane is filled with that letter. All the horizontal and vertical words inside the (6 × 6)-square can be 
extended to be infinite rich words. The words w1, w2, w3 and w4 are any words that satisfy this.

Now we can see that the whole plane is rich by using the fact that the words 0∞u1∞ , 0∞u01∞ and 0∞1u1∞ are always 
rich if |u| ≤ 4. �
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Fig. 3. The rich extensions of all 6 × 6-squares.

Remark 5.3. A finite word w is strongly rich if w∞ is rich. If a two-dimensional word can be extended to a rectangle 
such that every horizontal and vertical word is strongly rich, then it can be extended to a rich plane: we just replicate the 
rectangle and fill the whole plane so that they are side by side. For more about strongly rich words, see [13] and [18].

The problem of whether a given two-dimensional word w can be extended to a rich plane is of course semi-decidable, 
i.e., there exists an algorithm that gives “yes” if the word cannot be extended. It just tries every possible way to fill all the 
empty indices (i, j) ∈ Z

2 of w in some order. If at some point there is no possible choice, the algorithm halts and returns 
“yes”. However, the problem is probably not decidable.

6. Open problems

Here we list some open problems from the previous sections.

Open problem 6.1. Let w be a rich word. How long is the shortest u such that wu can always be extended in at least two 
ways?

Open problem 6.2. Is the condition in Proposition 2.5 sufficient for two rich words u and v to be factors of the same rich 
word?

Open problem 6.3. Does there exist an algorithm to determine the infinite defect of a given finite word w?

Open problem 6.4. Is the function rk(n), i.e. the number of rich words, exponentially increasing?

Open problem 6.5. Can every (7 × 7)-square be extended to a rich plane?

Open problem 6.6. Is the following problem decidable: “Given a two-dimensional word w , can it be extended to a rich 
plane”?
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Abstract

A word w is rich if it has |w| + 1 many distinct palindromic factors, including the empty
word. A word is square-free if it does not have a factor uu, where u is a non-empty word.

Pelantová and Starosta (Discrete Math. 313 (2013)) proved that every infinite rich word
contains a square. We will give another proof for that result. Pelantová and Starosta denoted
by r(n) the length of a longest rich square-free word on an alphabet of size n. The exact
value of r(n) was left as an open question. We will give an upper and a lower bound for
r(n). The lower bound is conjectured to be exact but it is not explicit.

We will also generalize the notion of repetition threshold for a limited class of infinite
words. The repetition thresholds for episturmian and rich words are left as an open question.

Keywords: Combinatorics on words, Palindromes, Rich words, Square-free words,
Repetition threshold.
2000 MSC: 68R15

1. Introduction

In recent years, rich words and palindromes have been studied extensively in combina-
torics on words. A word is a palindrome if it is equal to its reversal. In [DJP], the authors
proved that every word w has at most |w| + 1 many distinct palindromic factors, including
the empty word. The class of words which achieve this limit was introduced in [BHNR]
with the term full words. When the authors of [GJWZ] studied these words thoroughly
they called them rich (in palindromes). Since then, rich words have been studied in various
papers, for example in [AFMP], [BDGZ1], [BDGZ2], [DGZ], [RR] and [V].

The defect of a finite word w, denoted D(w), is defined as D(w) = |w| + 1 − |Pal(w)|,
where Pal(w) is the set of palindromic factors in w. The defect of an infinite word w is
defined as D(w) = sup{D(u)| u is a factor of w}. In other words, the defect is a measure of
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how many palindromes the word lacks. Rich words are exactly those whose defect is equal
to 0.

The authors of [PS] proved, in Theorem 4 of the article, that every recurrent word with
finite Θ-defect contains infinitely many overlapping factors. An overlapping word is a word
of form uuv, where v is a non-empty prefix of u. A word is a Θ-palindrome if it is a fixed point
of an involutory antimorphism Θ. The reversal mapping R is an involutory antimorphism,
which means that if Θ = R then Θ-defect is equal to the defect. This means Theorem 4
in [PS] holds also for normal defect and normal palindromes. In this article we will restrict
ourselves to the case where Θ is the reversal mapping.

Since every rich word has a zero defect and every overlapping factor uuv has a square uu,
a corollary of Theorem 4 in [PS] is that every recurrent rich word contains a square. This
was noted in [PS] as Remark 6, where the word recurrent was replaced with infinite. This
can be done, since every infinite rich word x has a recurrent point y in the shift orbit closure
of x (see e.g. Section 4 of [Q]). We know y has a square, which means x has a square. We
will give another proof of the result in Remark 6 of [PS] (Corollary 2.9).

In Remark 6 of [PS] there was also noted that since every rich square-free word is finite,
we can look for a longest one. The length of a longest such word, on an alphabet of size n,
was denoted by r(n). An explicit formula for r(n) was left as an open question.

In Section 2.1 we will construct recursively a sequence of rich square-free words, the
lengths of which give us a lower bound for r(n). We will also make a conjecture that r(n)
can be achieved using these words. In Section 2.2 we will prove an upper bound for r(n).

1.1. Repetition threshold

Square-free words are a special case of unavoidable repetitions of words, which has been
a central topic in combinatorics on words since Thue (see [T1] and [T2]). The repetition
threshold, on an alphabet of size n, is the smallest number r such that there exists an infinite
word which avoids greater than r-powers. This number is denoted by RT (n) and it was
first studied in [D], where Dejean gave her famous conjecture. This conjecture has now been
proven, in many parts and by several authors (see [R] and [CR]).

The repetition threshold can be studied also for a limited class of infinite words. In [MP],
it was proven that the infinite Fibonacci word does not contain a power with exponent greater
than 2+φ, where φ is the golden ratio

√
5+1
2

, but every smaller fractional power is contained.
In [CD], the authors proved that among Sturmian words, the Fibonacci word is optimal
with respect to this property. Sturmian words are equal to episturmian words when n = 2
(see [DJP]). We define the episturmian repetition threshold, on an alphabet of size n, to be
the smallest number r such that there exists an episturmian word which avoids greater than
r-powers, and denote this number by ERT (n). We get ERT (2) = 2+φ. From [GJ], we get
the n-bonacci word is episturmian and it has critical exponent 2 + 1/(φn − 1), where φn is
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the generalized golden ratio. This means ERT (n) ≤ 2 + 1/(φn − 1). Notice, from [HPS] we
get φn converges to 2.

We define the rich repetition threshold, on an alphabet of size n, to be the smallest
number r such that there exists an infinite rich word which avoids greater than r-powers,
and denote this number by RRT (n). From [PS] we get RRT (n) ≥ 2. Since episturmian
words are rich (see [DJP]), we also know RRT (n) ≤ 2 + 1/(φn − 1) and ERT (n) ≥ 2. This
means 2 ≤ RRT (n), ERT (n) ≤ 2 + 1/(φn − 1). The exact values of ERT (n) and RRT (n)
are left as an open problem.

Open problem 1.1. Determine the repetition threshold for episturmian words and for rich
words, on an alphabet of size n.

1.2. Preliminaries

An alphabet A is a non-empty finite set of symbols, called letters. A word is a finite
sequence of letters from A. The empty word ϵ is the empty sequence. The set A∗ of all finite
words over A is a free monoid under the operation of concatenation. The set Alph(w) is the
set of all letters that occur in w. If |Alph(w)| = n then we say that w is n-ary.

An infinite word is a sequence indexed by N with values in A. We denote the set of all
infinite words over A by Aω and define A∞ = A∗ ∪ Aω.

The length of a word w = a1a2 . . . an, with each ai ∈ A, is denoted by |w| = n. The
empty word ϵ is the unique word of length 0. By |w|a we denote the number of occurrences
of a letter a in w.

A word x is a factor of a word w ∈ A∞, denoted x ∈ w, if w = uxv for some u ∈ A∗,v ∈
A∞. If x is not a factor of w, we denote x /∈ w. If u = ϵ (resp. v = ϵ) then we say that x
is a prefix (resp. suffix ) of w. If w = uv ∈ A∗ is a word, we use the notation u−1w = v or
wv−1 = u to mean the removal of a prefix or a suffix of w. We say that a prefix or a suffix
of w is proper if it is not the whole of w.

A factor x of a word w is said to be unioccurrent in w if x has exactly one occurrence
in w. Two occurrences of factor x are said to be consecutive if there is no occurrence of x
between them. A factor of w having exactly two occurrences of a non-empty factor u, one
as a prefix and the other as a suffix, is called a complete return to u in w.

The reversal of w = a1a2 . . . an is defined as w̃ = an . . . a2a1. A word w is called a
palindrome if w = w̃. The empty word ϵ is assumed to be a palindrome.

Other basic definitions and notation in combinatorics on words can be found in [Lot1]
and [Lot2].

Proposition 1.2. ([DJP], Prop. 2) A word w has at most |w| + 1 distinct palindromic
factors, including the empty word.
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Definition 1.3. ([GJWZ], Def. 2.2 and 2.9) A word w is rich if it has exactly |w| + 1
distinct palindromic factors, including the empty word. An infinite word is rich if all of its
factors are rich.

Proposition 1.4. ([GJWZ], Thm. 2.14) A finite or infinite word w is rich if and only if
all complete returns to any palindromic factor in w are themselves palindromes.

Let w = vu be a word and u its longest palindromic suffix. The palindromic closure of
w is defined as w(+) = vuṽ. If u is the longest proper palindromic suffix of w, called lpps,
we define the proper palindromic closure of w the same way as w(++) = vuṽ. We refer to
the longest proper palindromic prefix of w as lppp and define the proper palindromic prefix

closure of w as (++)w = ˜̃w(++).

Proposition 1.5. ([GJWZ], Prop. 2.6) Palindromic closure preserves richness.

Proposition 1.6. ([GJWZ], Prop. 2.8) Proper palindromic (prefix) closure preserves rich-
ness.

2. The length of a longest rich square-free word

A word of form uu, where u ̸= ϵ, is called a square and a word w which does not have a
square as a factor is called square-free. For example 1212 is a square and 01210 is square-free.

In [PS], Theorem 4 and Remark 6, it was proved that every infinite rich word contains
a square. This means that every rich square-free word is of finite length. The length of a
longest such word, on an alphabet of size n, is denoted with r(n). An explicit formula for
r(n) was left as an open problem in [PS].

The first seven exact values of r(n) are r(1) = 1, r(2) = 3, r(3) = 7, r(4) = 15, r(5) =
33, r(6) = 67 and r(7) = 145. These can be found from https://oeis.org/A269560. The
longest rich square-free word on a given alphabet is not unique. Here are all the longest
non-isomorphic ones, up to permutating the letters and taking the reversal, for n = 1, . . . , 7:
w1,1 = 1
w2,1 = 121
w3,1 = 2131213
w3,2 = 1213121
w4,1 = 131214121312141
w4,2 = 123121412131214
w4,3 = 213121343121312
w4,4 = 121312141213121
w5,1 = 421242131213531213124213121353135
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w5,2 = 131242131213531213124213121353135
w6,1 = 1513121315131214121312141614121312141213151312141213121416141214161
w6,2 = 1214121315131214121312141614121312141213151312141213121416141214161
w6,3 = 4212421312135312131242131213531356531353121312421312135312131242124
w6,4 = 1312421312135312131242131213531356531353121312421312135312131242124
w6,5 = 5313531213124213121353121312421316131242131213531213124213121353135
w6,6 = 1312421312135312131242131213531356531353121312421312135312131242131
w7,1 = 242131213531213124213161312421312135312131242131213531357531353121312
4213121353121312421316131242131213531213124213121353135753135312135313575357
w7,2 = 242131213531213124213161312421312135312131242131213531357531353121312
4213121353121312421316131242131213531213124213121353135753135312135313575313
w7,3 = 242131213531213124212464212421312135312131242131213531357531353121312
4213121353121312421246421242131213531213124213121353135753135312135313575357
w7,4 = 242131213531213124212464212421312135312131242131213531357531353121312
4213121353121312421246421242131213531213124213121353135753135312135313575313

We can see that

w2,1 = w1,12w1,1, w3,2 = w2,13w2,1, w4,3 = w3,14w̃3,1, w4,4 = w3,24w3,2,

w6,3 = w5,16w̃5,1, w6,4 = w5,26w̃5,1, w6,5 = w̃5,26w5,2 and w6,6 = w5,26w̃5,2.

Generally, we can construct rich square-free words by using a basic recursion

bn = bab̃,

where b is a longest rich square-free word over an (n− 1)-ary alphabet A and a /∈ A is a new
letter. It is very easy to see that bn is rich and square-free. This gives us a recursive lower
bound for r(n): r(n) ≥ 2r(n − 1) + 1, for all n ≥ 2. We will repeatedly use this equality
later in Section 2.2, when we prove an upper bound for r(n). The closed-form solution for
the recursion r(1) = 1, r(n) ≥ 2r(n− 1) + 1 is r(n) ≥ 2n − 1.

The case n = 5 reveals that the basic recursion bn = bab̃ is not always optimal, since
neither w5,1 nor w5,2 is of that form: |w5,1| = r(5) = 33 > 31 = 2 · r(4) + 1.

We can also see that

w3,1 = 2w1,13w1,12w1,13, w4,1 = 13w2,14w2,13w2,141, w4,2 = 213w2,14w2,13w2,14,

w5,1 = 42124w3,15w̃3,14w3,153135, w5,2 = 13124w3,15w̃3,14w3,153135,

w6,1 = 1513121315w4,16w̃4,15w4,16141214161, w6,2 = 1214121315w4,16w̃4,15w4,16141214161,

w7,1 = u1,26w5,27w̃5,26w5,27v1,3, w7,2 = u1,26w5,27w̃5,26w5,27v2,4,
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w7,3 = u3,46w5,17w̃5,16w5,17v1,3, w7,4 = u3,46w5,17w̃5,16w5,17v2,4,

where u1,2 = 2421312135312131242131, u3,4 = 2421312135312131242124,

v1,3 = 53135312135313575357 and v2,4 = 53135312135313575313.

This gives us a hint as to how to get, in some cases, a better recursion than the basic
recursion. We will define this recursion explicitly in the next subsection.

2.1. A lower bound

In this subsection, we will prove another lower bound for r(n). We will use an alphabet
{A0, A1, A2, A3, B3, A4, B4, A5, B5, . . .}. The following construction of rich square-free words
wn is recursive. The first six words are

w1 = A1, w2 = A0A2A0, w3 = v3A3w1B3w1A3w1B3u3, w4 = v4A4w2B4w2A4w2B4u4,

w5 = v5A5w3B5w3A5w3B5u5, w6 = v6A6w4B6w4A6w4B6u6,

where v3, u3 = ϵ, v4, u4 = A0, v5 = A5A3A1A3, u5 = B3A1A3A1, v6 = A0A6A0A4A0A2A0A4A0

and u6 = A0B4A0A2A0A4A0A2A0. Notice that w6 is isomorphic (∼=) to w6,2, w5
∼= w5,2,

w4
∼= w4,1 and w3

∼= w3,1. For n ≥ 7, we define

wn = vnAnwn−2Bnw̃n−2Anwn−2Bnun,

where vn = (Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2Anvn−2An−2vn−4An−4wn−6Bn−4w̃n−6An−4ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2 and

un = ũn−2Bn−2w̃n−4An−2wn−4Bn−2ũn−4Bn−4w̃n−6(dnP̃n)
−1, where Pn is the largest common

prefix of wn−6 and ṽn−4, cn is the first letter of (Pn)
−1ṽn−4An−2 and dn is the first letter of

(Pn)
−1wn−6Bn−4.
We can see that Alph(w2k) = {A0, A2, A4, B4, A6, B6, . . . , A2k, B2k} and Alph(w2k+1) =

{A1, A3, B3, A5, B5, . . . , A2k+1, B2k+1}. This means we really have |Alph(wn)| = n. We also
have cn ̸= dn, since An−2 /∈ wn−6 and Bn−4 /∈ ṽn−4.

Before we prove that wn is rich and square-free, we will define some notation in order
to make the proof easier to read. We mark that En = Anwn−2Bnw̃n−2Anwn−2Bn, Fn =

(Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2, Gn = w̃n−6An−4ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2 and Hn = P̃nAn−4wn−6Bn−4Gn. Now

wn = vnEnun, vn = FnAnG̃nBn−4Gn and wn−2 = H̃ndnũn. We can also see that Hn is a
suffix of vn and Fn is a suffix of Gn.

Proposition 2.1. The word wn is square-free for all n ≥ 1.
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Proof. We prove the claim by induction. It is easy to check that wn is square-free when
1 ≤ n ≤ 6. Suppose wn is square-free for all n < k, where k ≥ 7. Now we need to prove that
wk is square-free.

The word Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkuk is square-free because wk−2 is square-free, Ak, Bk /∈
wk−2 and ũk is a proper suffix of wk−2. The words Gk and Fk are suffixes of w̃k−2 and

Ak, Bk−4 /∈ Gk, Fk, which means that vk = FkAkG̃kBk−4Gk is square-free.

Now, the only way wk = FkAkG̃kBk−4GkAkwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkuk can have a square
is if the square is equal to either 1) xAkwk−2BkyxAkwk−2Bky, where x is a suffix of both vk
and w̃k−2, and y is a prefix of both uk and w̃k−2, or 2) xAkyxAky, where x is a suffix of both

Fk and G̃kBk−4Gk, and y is a prefix of both w̃k−2 and G̃kBk−4Gk.
1) Case xAkwk−2BkyxAkwk−2Bky. Now yx = w̃k−2 = ukdkHk. Because y is a prefix of

uk and x is suffix of vk, we have dkHk is a suffix of vk. We also know that ckHk is always a
suffix of vk. This is a contradiction since ck ̸= dk.

2) Case xAkyxAky. Now y is a prefix of w̃k−2, which means that x has to have a suffix
P−1
k ṽk−4Ak−2ṽk−2. This is a contradiction, since x is also a suffix of (Pkck)

−1ṽk−4Ak−2ṽk−2.

Proposition 2.2. The word wn is rich for all n ≥ 1.

Proof. We prove the claim by induction. It is easy to check that wn is rich when 1 ≤ n ≤ 6.
Suppose wn is rich for all n < k, where k ≥ 7. Now we need to prove that wk is rich.

Since wk−2 is rich and Ak, Bk /∈ wk−2, we get Akwk−2Bk is rich. Proposition 1.5 gives
now that Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Ak is rich. The lpps of Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Ak is Ak, which means
Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Ak is rich by Proposition 1.6. The word uk is a prefix of w̃k−2,
so the factor Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkuk is also rich.

The lppp of Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkuk is Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Ak, which means that also the
proper palindromic prefix closure ũkBkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkuk is rich. The word
Hk is a suffix of w̃k−2, which means HkAkwk−2Bkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkuk = HkEkuk is also rich.

The word ckHkEkuk has a palindromic prefix PP = ckP̃kAk−4wk−6Bk−4w̃k−6Ak−4Pkck.
The following paragraph proves that it is unioccurrent in ckHkEkuk.

The letter Bk−4 occurs only once in ckHk, in the middle of our palindromic prefix PP .

This occurrence of Bk−4 is preceded by ckP̃kAk−4wk−6 and succeeded by w̃k−6Ak−4Pkck. The

last occurrence of Bk−4 in Ekuk is succeeded by w̃k−6(dkP̃k)
−1 and nothing more. Since the

word w̃k−6(dkP̃k)
−1 is clearly a proper prefix of w̃k−6Ak−4Pkck, this last occurrence of Bk−4

in Ekuk cannot occur in a factor PP . All other occurrences of Bk−4 in Ekuk are preceded
by Bk−4w̃k−6Ak−4wk−6 or succeeded by w̃k−6Ak−4wk−6Bk−4. The word Bk−4w̃k−6Ak−4wk−6

has a suffix dkP̃kAk−4wk−6, which means that it cannot have a suffix ckP̃kAk−4wk−6 because
ck ̸= dk. Hence no Bk−4 in ckHkEkuk can occur in a factor PP , except the first one.
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Since PP is unioccurrent palindromic prefix in ckHkEkuk, we get ckHkEkuk is rich and
PP is the lppp of ckHkEkuk. Now, all we need to do is to take the proper palindromic prefix
closure of ckHkEkuk, which is rich by Proposition 1.6. It has a suffix wk, which concludes
the proof:

(++)(ckHkEkuk) = ũkBkw̃k−2Akwk−2Bkw̃k−2AkG̃kBk−4GkEkuk

∗
= XFkAkG̃kBk−4GkEkuk = XvkEkuk = Xwk (∗Fk is a suffix of w̃k−2).

Now we know that wn is rich and square-free. Hence r(n) ≥ |wn| for all n ≥ 1. We
can compute |w7| = 145, |w8| = 291, |w9| = 629 and |w10| = 1255. Notice that w7 = w7,4,
which means our lower bound is exact when n = 7. The cases r(8) and r(9) are too large to
compute the exact value. However, by creating a partial tree of rich square-free words for
n = 8 and 9, by leaving some branches out of it, the longest words we could find were of
length 291 and 629, respectively. These are exactly the lengths of |w8| and |w9|. Notice that
|w8| = 291 = 2 · 145 + 1 = 2|w7| + 1, which means the basic recursion bn is as good as our
recursion wn when n = 8. Notice also that |w9| = 629 > 583 = 2 · 291 + 1 = 2|w8| + 1 and
|w10| = 1255 < 1259 = 2 · 629 + 1 = 2|w9|+ 1, which mean wn is better than bn when n = 9
and bn is better than wn when n = 10.

The previous paragraph suggests that it is reasonable to make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 2.3. r(n) = max{|wn|, 2 · |wn−1|+ 1} for all n ≥ 1.

The recursion for the length of wn might be too complex to be solved in a closed-form,
but we want to get at least an estimate for it. Let us first estimate the length of vn, which
will be used in Proposition 2.5.

Lemma 2.4. |vn| ≥ 3|vn−2|+ 2|wn−6|+ 2|vn−4|+ 6, for n ≥ 7.

Proof.

|vn| = |(Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2Anvn−2An−2vn−4An−4wn−6Bn−4w̃n−6An−4ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2|

≥ |ṽn−2Anvn−2An−2vn−4An−4wn−6Bn−4w̃n−6An−4ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2|

≥ 3|vn−2|+ 2|wn−6|+ 2|vn−4|+ 6,

where |(Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2| ≥ 0, since cn is a letter and Pn is a prefix of ṽn−4.

Proposition 2.5. r(n) ≥ |wn| > 2.008n for n ≥ 5.
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Proof. From our recursion of wn, we get for n ≥ 11:

|wn| = |vnAnwn−2Bnw̃n−2Anwn−2Bnun| = 3|wn−2|+ |vn|+ |un|+ 4

= 3|wn−2|+ |(Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2Anvn−2An−2vn−4An−4wn−6Bn−4w̃n−6An−4ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2|

+|ũn−2Bn−2w̃n−4An−2wn−4Bn−2ũn−4Bn−4w̃n−6(dnP̃n)
−1|+ 4

= 3|wn−2|+ |(Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2Anvn−2An−2vn−4| − |dnP̃n|+ 4

+|ũn−2Bn−2w̃n−4An−2wn−4Bn−2ũn−4Bn−4w̃n−6|+ |An−4wn−6Bn−4w̃n−6An−4ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2|

= 4|wn−2|+ |(Pncn)
−1ṽn−4An−2ṽn−2Anvn−2An−2vn−4| − |dnP̃n|+ 4

= 4|wn−2|+ 2(|ṽn−4| − |Pn|) + 2|vn−2|+ |An−2AnAn−2| − |dn| − |cn|+ 4

≥ 4|wn−2|+ 2|vn−2|+ 5 ≥ 4|wn−2|+ 2(3|vn−4|+ 2|wn−8|+ 2|vn−6|+ 6) + 5

≥ 4|wn−2|+ 2(3(3|vn−6|+ 2|wn−10|+ 2|vn−8|+ 6) + 2|wn−8|+ 2|vn−6|+ 6) + 5

> 4|wn−2|+ 4|wn−8|+ 12|wn−10|.

From our recursion of wn we also know that |w10| = 1255 > 1164 = 4|w8|, |w9| = 629 >
580 = 4|w7|, |w8| = 291 > 268 = 4|w6| and |w7| = 145 > 132 = 4|w5|.

Now, for n ≥ 15 we have

|wn| > 4|wn−2|+ 4|wn−8|+ 12|wn−10| > 4(4|wn−4|+ 4|wn−10|) + 4|wn−8|+ 12|wn−10|

= 16|wn−4|+ 4|wn−8|+ 28|wn−10| > 16 · 4 · 4 · 4|wn−10|+ 4 · 4|wn−10|+ 28|wn−10|

= 1068|wn−10| > 2.00810|wn−10|.

We can also easily check that |wn| > 2.008n for all 5 ≤ n ≤ 14. This means we have our
result

|wn| > 2.008n for n ≥ 5.

From the basic recursion bn alone, we get r(n) ≥ 2n − 1. Our new recursion gives a
slightly better bound r(n) > 2.008n.

Remark 2.6. Sébastien Labbé pointed out, through private communication, that this lower
bound can be improved to 2.0634n by solving our recursions in a closed form without esti-
mating them that roughly.
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2.2. An upper bound

In this subsection, we will prove an upper bound for r(n). First, we will prove two useful
lemmas. To this end, let us mention that every square-free palindrome has to be of odd
length, because palindromes of even length create a square of two letters to the middle, for
example 12011021 has a square 11 in the middle.

Lemma 2.7. The middle letter of a rich square-free palindrome is unioccurrent.

Proof. Since all square-free palindromes are of odd length, there always exists the middle
letter. Then, suppose the contrary: zbz̃ is rich and square-free and the letter b has another
occurrence inside z. We can take the other occurrence of b to be consecutive to the b in the
middle and then we have zbz̃ = z1bz2bz2bz̃1, where z2 is a palindrome because of Proposition
1.4. We reach a contradiction because bz2bz2 is a square.

Lemma 2.8. Suppose w = u1a1u2a1 · · · a1uk−1a1uk ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , an}∗ is rich and square-
free, where n, k ≥ 3 (possibly uk = ϵ), Alph(u1) = {a2, . . . , an} and ∀i : a1 /∈ Alph(ui).

For 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 : Alph(ui+1) ⊆ Alph(ui) \ {ai}, where ui = viaiṽi.

Proof. Since ∀i : a1 /∈ Alph(ui), we get from Proposition 1.4 that u2, . . . , uk−1 are palin-
dromes, and because w is square-free, they are of odd length and non-empty. By permutat-
ing the letters, we can suppose for 2 ≤ i ≤ k− 1: ai is the middle letter of ui = viaiṽi, where
ai /∈ Alph(vi) by Lemma 2.7.

We will prove the claim by induction on i.
1) The base case i = 2. Since a2 ∈ Alph(u1) = {a2, . . . , an}, we get from Proposition

1.4 that u1 = v1a2ṽ2. If a2 ∈ Alph(u3) then, by Proposition 1.4, we have u3 = v2a2v
′
3,

which creates a square (a2ṽ2a1v2)
2 in u1a1u2a1u3 = v1a2ṽ2a1v2a2ṽ2a1v2a2v

′
3. This means

a2 /∈ Alph(u3).
Suppose then that b ∈ Alph(u3) \ Alph(u2), which implies b ∈ Alph(v1). The word

between the first occurrence of b in u3 and the last occurrence of b in v1 is a palindrome
by Proposition 1.4: u1a1u2a1u3 = t1bt2a2ṽ2a1v2a2ṽ2a1v2a2t̃2bt3, where v1 = t1bt2 and u3 =
v2a2t̃2bt3. We reach a contradiction since we have a square (a2ṽ2a1v2)

2. This means that
Alph(u3) ⊆ Alph(u2) \ {a2}.

2) The induction hypothesis. We can now suppose k ≥ 4, since the base case proves
our claim if k = 3. Suppose then that for every j, where 2 ≤ j ≤ i < k − 1, we have:
Alph(uj+1) ⊆ Alph(uj) \ {aj}.

3) The induction step. Now we need to prove that Alph(ui+2) ⊆ Alph(ui+1) \ {ai+1}.
From the induction hypothesis we get ai+1 ∈ Alph(ui+1) ⊆ Alph(ui) \ {ai}, which means
ui = vi+1ai+1xaix̃ai+1ṽi+1 by Proposition 1.4. If ai+1 ∈ Alph(ui+2) then, by Proposition 1.4,
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we have ui+2 = vi+1ai+1y, which creates a square (ai+1ṽi+1a1vi+1)
2 inside uia1ui+1a1ui+2 =

vi+1ai+1xaix̃ai+1ṽi+1a1vi+1ai+1ṽi+1a1vi+1ai+1y. This means ai+1 /∈ Alph(ui+2)
Suppose then that c ∈ Alph(ui+2) \ Alph(ui+1), which implies c ∈ Alph(u1a1 . . . a1ui).

Without loss of generality, we can assume that c is the letter from Alph(ui+2) \ Alph(ui+1)
that has the rightmost occurrence in u1a1 . . . a1ui. The word between the leftmost occurrence
of c in ui+2 = zcz′ and the rightmost occurrence of c in u1a1 . . . a1ui has to be a palindrome
by Proposition 1.4. We divide this into two cases.

- Suppose c /∈ Alph(ui). Now cz̃a1ui+1Pui+1a1zc is a palindrome, where Alph(P ) ⊆
Alph(a1ui+1) because of the way we chose c. Now the middle letter of the palindrome
a1ui+1Pui+1a1 belongs to P and therefore has other occurrences inside it, in a1ui+1 and in
ui+1a1. This is a contradiction by Lemma 2.7.

- Suppose c ∈ Alph(ui). Now cz̃a1vi+1ai+1ṽi+1a1zc is a palindrome, where ai+1 is its
middle letter and cz̃ is a suffix of ui. If ai+1 ∈ Alph(z) then it is not unioccurrent in the
palindrome z̃a1vi+1ai+1ṽi+1a1z and we reach a contradiction by Lemma 2.7. Since ai+1 ∈
Alph(ui) by the induction hypothesis, we can take the rightmost occurrence of it in ui and
get ai+1v

′
icz̃a1vi+1ai+1 is a palindrome, where v′icz̃ = ṽi+1. We reach a contradiction since

this would mean c ∈ Alph(vi+1) ⊂ Alph(ui+1).
Both cases yield a contradiction, which means Alph(ui+2) ⊆ Alph(ui+1) \ {ai+1}.

The following corollary gives another proof for the result mentioned in Remark 6 of [PS].

Corollary 2.9. All rich square-free words are finite.

Proof. We prove this by induction. Suppose w is rich and square-free word for which
|Alph(w)| = n ≥ 4. Suppose that all rich square-free words on an alphabet of size n− 1 or
smaller are finite. Cases n = 1, 2, 3 are trivial.

Suppose that a1 is the letter of w for which w = u1a1w
′, where Alph(u1) = Alph(w)\{a1}.

We partition w such that w = u1a1u2a1u3a1u4a1 . . ., where a1 /∈ Alph(ui) for all i. From
Lemma 2.8 we now get |Alph(ui)| > |Alph(ui+1)| for all i ≥ 2. This means there are finitely
many words ui, at most n, and they are all over an alphabet of size n− 1 or smaller, which
concludes the proof.

The proof of the above corollary gives us a way to get an upper bound for r(n): r(n) ≤
r(n − 1) + 1 +

∑n−1
i=1 (r(n− i) + 1). This bound can be easily improved if we examine the

word also from the right side, i.e. we suppose that a1 is the letter of w for which w = w′a1u1,
where Alph(u1) = Alph(w) \ {a1}. This notice makes it reasonable to make the following
definition.

Definition 2.10. Let w = uav be a word, where a is a letter. If Alph(u) = Alph(w) \ {a}
then the leftmost occurrence of the letter a in w is called the left special letter of w. If
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Alph(v) = Alph(w) \ {a} then the rightmost occurrence of the letter a in w is called the right
special letter of w.

In Subsection 2.1, where we constructed the words wn for our lower bound, the rightmost
occurrence of An is always the right special letter of wn and the leftmost occurrence of Bn

is always the left special letter of wn, for n ≥ 3. In Lemma 2.8 and Corollary 2.9, the first
occurrence of letter a1 is the left special letter of w.

Before we go to our upper bound for r(n), we will state a helpful lemma.

Lemma 2.11. Suppose wn = xBnyAnz is a rich square-free n-ary word, where n ≥ 3
and the letters An and Bn are the right and left special letters of wn, respectively. Now
Alph(y) = Alph(wn) \ {An, Bn} and An ̸= Bn.

Proof. First we prove that An, Bn /∈ y. Suppose to the contrary that Bn ∈ y (the case
An ∈ y is symmetric). We can take the leftmost occurrence of Bn in y and get wn =
xBny1cỹ1Bny2Anz, where Bn /∈ y1cỹ1 and c is a letter. Since An is the right special letter
of wn, we have c ∈ z. Since Bn is the left special letter of wn, we get from Lemma 2.8 that
c /∈ y2Anz, i.e. c /∈ z. This is a contradiction.

Now we prove that An ̸= Bn. Suppose to the contrary that An = Bn. Now, since
An, Bn /∈ y, we get from Proposition 1.4 that y is a palindrome. From Lemma 2.8 we get
the middle letter of y cannot be in x nor in z. This is a contradiction, since x and z has to
contain all the letters except An.

Now we prove that if a ∈ Alph(wn) \ {An, Bn} then a ∈ y. Suppose to the contrary that
a ∈ Alph(wn) \ ({An, Bn} ∪Alph(y)). Since An and Bn are the right and left special letters,
we have a ∈ x, z. If we take the leftmost occurrence of a in z and the rightmost occurrence
of a in x, then we get from Proposition 1.4 that w = x′auBnyAnvaz

′, where auBnyAnva is a
palindrome, x = x′au and z = vaz′. The middle letter of the palindrome auBnyAnva cannot
be inside u nor v, since it would mean Bn ∈ u or An ∈ v, which is impossible since An and
Bn are special letters. The middle letter of auBnyAnva cannot be inside y neither, since
that would mean Bn ∈ yAn or An ∈ Bny, which we proved above to be impossible. The only
possibility is that the middle letter of auBnyAnva is either An or Bn. Since these cases are
symmetric, we can suppose Bn is the middle letter. This means w = x′aṽAnỹBnyAnvaz

′.
Since Bn is the left special letter of w, we have Bn ∈ z = vaz′ and Bn /∈ v. This means
Bn ∈ z′. If we take the leftmost occurrence of Bn in z′, we get w = x′aṽAnỹBnyAnvav

′Bnz
′′,

where BnyAnvav
′Bn is a palindrome which has An as the middle letter. This means ỹ = vav′

and hence a ∈ y, which is a contradiction.

There are only three cases in which the right and left special letters can appear inside a
word, with respect to each other. If wn is a rich square-free n-ary word which has An and Bn
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as the right and left special letters, respectively, then one of the following cases must hold
(the visible occurrences of An and Bn in wn are the special letters):

1) wn = xBnyAnz. Now An ̸= Bn by Lemma 2.11.
2) wn = xAnyBnz. Now An ̸= Bn by the definition of special letters.
3) wn = xAnz = xBnz. Now An = Bn.

Proposition 2.12. Suppose wn is a rich square-free n-ary word, where n ≥ 3.
1) If wn = xBnyAnz, where the letters An and Bn are the right and left special letters of

wn, respectively, then |wn| ≤ 2r(n− 1) + r(n− 2) + 2.
2) If wn = xAnyBnz, where the letters An and Bn are the right and left special letters of

wn, respectively, then |wn| ≤ r(n − 1) + r(n − 2) + r(n − 3) + 2 ≤ 2r(n − 1) and |x|, |z| ≤
r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + 1, where r(n− 3) = 0 if n = 3.

3) If wn = xAnz = xBnz, where the letter An = Bn is both the right and left special letter
of wn, then |wn| ≤ 2r(n− 1) + 1.

Proof. Let A = Alph(wn).
1) By the definition of special letters, we have Alph(x) = A\{Bn} and Alph(z) = A\{An}.

These mean |x|, |z| ≤ r(n − 1). From Lemma 2.11 we get Alph(y) = A \ {An, Bn}, which
means |y| ≤ r(n− 2), since An ̸= Bn. Now

|wn| = |x|+|Bn|+|y|+|An|+|z| ≤ r(n−1)+1+r(n−2)+1+r(n−1) = 2r(n−1)+r(n−2)+2.

2) If An /∈ x, then |x| ≤ r(n − 2). If An ∈ x then we can take the rightmost occurrence
of it in x and get xAn = x2Anx1cx̃1An, where An /∈ x1cx̃1 and by Lemma 2.8 c /∈ x2Anx1.
Now Alph(x2Anx1) = A \ {c, Bn} and Alph(x̃1) = A \ {c, An, Bn}, where c ̸= Bn since Bn is
the left special letter of wn. This means |x| = |x2Anx1|+ |c|+ |x̃1| ≤ r(n− 2)+ r(n− 3)+ 1,
where r(n− 3) = 0 if n = 3. The same holds for z.

We have Alph(yBnz) = A \ {An}, which means |yBnz| ≤ r(n− 1). Now

|wn| = |x|+|An|+|yBnz| ≤ [r(n−2)+r(n−3)+1]+1+r(n−1) = r(n−1)+r(n−2)+r(n−3)+2.

From the basic recursion we know that r(n) ≥ 2r(n− 1)+1. This means that r(n− 1)+
r(n−2)+r(n−3)+2 ≤ r(n−1)+r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+2 ≤ r(n−1)+2r(n−2)+1 ≤ 2r(n−1),
which we needed to prove.

3) By the definition of special letters, we have Alph(x) = Alph(z) = A \ {An}, which
means |x|, |z| ≤ r(n− 1). Now

|wn| = |x|+ |An|+ |z| ≤ r(n− 1) + 1 + r(n− 1) = 2r(n− 1) + 1.
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Corollary 2.13. r(n) ≤ 2r(n− 1) + r(n− 2) + 2, for n ≥ 3.

Proof. The claim follows from Proposition 2.12, since the proposition covered all the three
different possible cases for wn.

We do not solve the recursion r(n) ≤ 2r(n − 1) + r(n − 2) + 2, r(2) = 3, r(1) = 1, in a
closed-form, but we will estimate it. We use the inequality r(n) ≥ 2r(n − 1) + 1 from the
basic recursion, and the fact that r(4) = 15 > 13. For n ≥ 8 we have

r(n) ≤ 2r(n−1)+r(n−2)+2 ≤ 2(2r(n−2)+r(n−3)+2)+r(n−2)+2 = 5r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+6

≤ 5(2r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + 2) + 2r(n− 3) + 6 = 12r(n− 3) + 5r(n− 4) + 16

< 12r(n− 3) + 5r(n− 4) + 16 + (r(n− 4)− 13) = 12r(n− 3) + 6r(n− 4) + 3 ≤ 15r(n− 3)

< 2.473r(n− 3) < 2.47n,

where the last inequality comes from the fact that r(n) < 2.47n for 1 ≤ n ≤ 7. Together
with the lower bound, we now have 2.008n < r(n) < 2.47n for n ≥ 5.

This upper bound can still be improved. Cases 2 and 3 from Proposition 2.12 already
give better or equal upper bounds than the basic recursion, i.e. r(n) ≤ 2r(n− 1) + 1. This
means we need to look closer only for the case 1.

Proposition 2.14. r(n) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 4, for n ≥ 7.

Proof. Suppose wn = xBnyAnz is a rich square-free n-ary word, where n ≥ 7 and the letters
An and Bn are the right and left special letters of wn, respectively. This means An ̸= Bn. If
wn is not of this form, then we already know from Proposition 2.12 that |wn| ≤ 2r(n−1)+1,
which means we can use the upper bound of Corollary 2.13 and get

|wn| ≤ 2(2r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + 2) + 1 = 4r(n− 2) + 2r(n− 3) + 5 ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 4,

where the last inequality comes from the basic recursion r(n) ≥ 2r(n − 1) + 1. From now
on, we will use the basic recursion without mentioning it.

By the definition of special letters, we have An ∈ x and Bn ∈ z. From Lemma 2.11
we know that An, Bn /∈ y. Since An ̸= Bn, we can take the rightmost occurrence of An

in x and the leftmost occurrence of Bn in z and hence by Proposition 1.7 we have wn =
x1AnỹBnyAnỹBnz1.

We divide this proof into three different cases depending on whether An ∈ x1 or An /∈ x1

and whether Bn ∈ z1 or Bn /∈ z1.
Case 1) An /∈ x1, Bn /∈ z1.
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Now we have An, Bn /∈ x1, z1, y. This means |x1|, |z1|, |y| ≤ r(n− 2). Together we get

|wn| = |x1AnỹBnyAnỹBnz1| ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 4.

Case 2) An ∈ x1, Bn /∈ z1 (the case An /∈ x1, Bn ∈ z1 is symmetric).
If we take the rightmost occurrence of An in x1 we get, by Proposition 1.4, Lemma

2.7 and Lemma 2.8, that wn = x2Anx̃BBxBAnỹBnyAnỹBnz1, where B (̸= An, Bn) is a
letter, An, B /∈ xB, B /∈ x2 and x1 = x2Anx̃BBxB. Since Bn is a left special letter of wn,
we have Bn /∈ x2Anx̃B and Bn /∈ xB. We also have An, Bn /∈ y, z1. Together we have
|y|, |z1|, |x2Anx̃B| ≤ r(n− 2) and |xB| ≤ r(n− 3).

Let us set the left special letter of ỹ to be Bn−2. Now we divide this into two cases
depending on whether B ̸= Bn−2 or B = Bn−2.

Case 2.1) B ̸= Bn−2.
Since Bn−2 is the left special letter of ỹ, we must have Bn−2 /∈ xB. Otherwise we would

have, by Proposition 1.4, that B ∈ xB, which is impossible by Lemma 2.7. From Lemma 2.8
we now get Bn−2 /∈ x2. Earlier, we already noted that Bn, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, B /∈ xB.
Together we now get |x2Anx̃B| ≤ r(n− 3) and |xB| ≤ r(n− 4), and therefore

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |z1|

≤ r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 4) + [3r(n− 2) + 4] + r(n− 2) = 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + 5

< 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + 5 + r(n− 4) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 3,

where we added the extra r(n − 4) after the second inequality only to make the use of the
basic recursion simpler.

Case 2.2) B = Bn−2.
If we can prove that |z1| ≤ r(n− 3), then we get

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |z1|

≤ r(n−2)+1+r(n−3)+[3r(n−2)+4]+r(n−3) = 4r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+5 ≤ 5r(n−2)+4.

So we need to prove there exists some letter, different from An and Bn, such that it does not
belong to z1. We divide this into three cases depending on the form of ỹ.

Case 2.2.1) ỹ = y1An−2y3Bn−2y2, where the letters An−2 and Bn−2 are the right and left
special letters of ỹ, respectively.

Because B = Bn−2, we have x̃B = y1An−2y3, by Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 2.7. Now
An−2 /∈ z1, since otherwise we could take the leftmost occurrence of An−2 in z1 and get a
square in wn:

ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2,
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where the rightmost ỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2 is a prefix of z1 and the leftmost ỹ1 is a suffix x1.
Case 2.2.2) ỹ = y1Bn−2y2, where Bn−2 is also the right special letter of ỹ.
Because B = Bn−2, we have x̃B = y1. Now Bn−2 /∈ z1, since otherwise, similar to Case

2.2.1, we could take the leftmost occurrence of Bn−2 in z1 and get a square in wn:

ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2.

Case 2.2.3) ỹ = y1An−2y3Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2y2, where the rightmost An−2 and the left-
most Bn−2 are the right and left special letters of ỹ, respectively.

Because B = Bn−2, we have x̃B = y1An−2y3. Again An−2 /∈ z1, since otherwise, similar
to Case 2.2.1, we could take the leftmost occurrence of An−2 in z1 and get a square in wn:

y3Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2.

Case 3) An ∈ x1, Bn ∈ z1.
If we take the rightmost occurrence of An in x1 and the leftmost occurrence of Bn in

z1, we get wn = x2Anx̃BBxBAnỹBnyAnỹBnzAAz̃ABnz2, where A,B (̸= An, Bn) are letters
and x1 = x2Anx̃BBxB, z1 = zAAz̃ABnz2. Similar to Case 2, we have |y|, |x1|, |z1|, |x2Anx̃B|,
|z̃ABnz2| ≤ r(n− 2) and |xB|, |zA| ≤ r(n− 3).

We divide this case now into three cases depending on the form of ỹ.
Case 3.1) ỹ = y1Bn−2y2, where Bn−2 is both the right and left special letter of ỹ.
If A = B = Bn−2 then xB = ỹ1 and zA = ỹ2. This would create a square in wn:

Bn−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2.

Now we divide this into two possible cases: A,B ̸= Bn−2 and A = Bn−2,B ̸= Bn−2.
Case 3.1.1) A,B ̸= Bn−2.
Similar to Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ xB. In the

same way, we get An, A,Bn−2 /∈ z̃ABnz2 and An, A,Bn, Bn−2 /∈ zA. Together we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |A|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n−3)+1+r(n−4)+[3r(n−2)+4]+r(n−4)+1+r(n−3) = 3r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+2r(n−4)+6

< 3r(n− 2) + 2r(n− 3) + 2r(n− 4) + 6 + 2r(n− 4) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.1.2) A = Bn−2 and B ̸= Bn−2 (the case A ̸= Bn−2 and B = Bn−2 is symmetric).
Now zA = ỹ2. Let us set y1 = u1Bn−4u2 and y2 = v1An−4v2, where Bn−4 and An−4 are

the left special letters of y1 and y2, respectively.
We prove B ̸= Bn−4. Suppose to the contrary that B = Bn−4. Since Bn−2 is the right

and left special letter of ỹ, we have An−4 ∈ y1. If we take the rightmost occurrence of An−4
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in y1 then we get from Proposition 1.4 that An−4ṽ1 is a suffix of y1 and hence An−4 is the
right special letter of y1. There are now three different cases how An−4 and Bn−4 can appear
inside y1 with respect to each other. These all yield a square and hence a contradiction:

- If y1 = u′
1An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4u3Bn−4u

′
2, where u1 = u′

1An−4u3, u2 = ũ3An−4u3Bn−4u
′
2

and v1 = ũ′
2Bn−4ũ3, then we have a square in wn:

An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ′
1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ũ′

2Bn−4ũ3An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ′
1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ũ′

2Bn−4ũ3.

- If y1 = u1Bn−4u2 = u1An−4ṽ1 (i.e. An−4 = Bn−4), then u2 = ṽ1 and we have a square
in wn:

Bn−4ũ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ũ2.

- If y1 = u′
1An−4u3Bn−4u2, where u1 = u′

1An−4u3 and v1 = ũ2Bn−4ũ3, then we have a
square in wn:

Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ′
1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ′

1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ũ2.

This means B ̸= Bn−4. Similar to Case 2.1 we now get Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and
An, Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈ xB. Together we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |Bn−2|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 4) + 1 + r(n− 5) + [3r(n− 2) + 4] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 6

< 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 6 + r(n− 5) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 3.

Case 3.2) ỹ = y1An−2y3Bn−2y2, where the letters An−2 and Bn−2 are the right special
letter and the left special letter of ỹ, respectively.

If A = An−2, B = Bn−2 then we would have a square in wn:

An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3.

This means we can divide this case, similar to Case 3.1, into two different cases: A = An−2,
B ̸= Bn−2 and A ̸= An−2, B ̸= Bn−2.

Case 3.2.1) A ̸= An−2, B ̸= Bn−2.
Similar to Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ xB. In the

same way, we get An, An−2, A /∈ z̃ABnz2 and An, An−2, A,Bn /∈ zA. Together we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |A|+ |z̃ABnz2|
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≤ r(n−3)+1+r(n−4)+[3r(n−2)+4]+r(n−4)+1+r(n−3) = 3r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+2r(n−4)+6

< 3r(n− 2) + 2r(n− 3) + 2r(n− 4) + 6 + 2r(n− 4) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.2.2) A = An−2, B ̸= Bn−2 (the case A ̸= An−2,B = Bn−2 is symmetric).
Now zA = ỹ2Bn−2ỹ3. We divide this case into two cases: An−2 /∈ y1 and An−2 ∈ y1.
Case 3.2.2.1) An−2 /∈ y1.
We must have An−2 /∈ x1. Otherwise we could take the rightmost occurrence of An−2 in

x1 and get a square in wn:

An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3.

Similar to Case 2.1, we have Bn, Bn−2 /∈ x1. Since Bn and Bn−2 are the left special
letters of wn and ỹ, respectively, we have Bn, Bn−2 /∈ y1. Together with the previous para-
graph we get An−2, Bn, Bn−2 /∈ x1Any1. Since An−2 is the right special letter of ỹ we have
An, Bn, An−2 /∈ y3Bn−2y2. This all means |x1Any1| ≤ r(n − 3) and |y3Bn−2y2| ≤ r(n − 3).
Together we have

|wn| = |x1Any1|+ |An−2|+ |y3Bn−2y2|+ |BnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |An−2|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 3) + [2r(n− 2) + 3] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 3r(n− 2) + 3r(n− 3) + 5 < 3r(n− 2) + 3r(n− 3) + 5 + r(n− 3) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 3.

Case 3.2.2.2) An−2 ∈ y1.
If we take the rightmost occurrence of An−2 in y1, we get ỹ = y′1An−2y4Byỹ4An−2y3Bn−2y2,

where By is a letter, y1 = y′1An−2y4Byỹ4 and An−2 /∈ y4Byỹ4. Let us set y3 = u1Bn−4u2,
where Bn−4 is the left special letter of y3. We will prove Bn−4 /∈ x1.

Suppose Bn−4 /∈ y1. Now Bn−4 /∈ x1, since otherwise we could take the rightmost
occurrence of Bn−4 in x1 and get a square in wn:

An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3.

Suppose Bn−4 ∈ y1. Because of Lemma 2.7, we must have By = Bn−4 and y4 = ũ1. Also
now Bn−4 /∈ x1, since otherwise we would have a square in wn:

Bn−4ũ1An−2ỹ′1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2ũ1Bn−4ũ1An−2ỹ′1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2ũ1.

This means we have Bn−4 /∈ x1.
If By = Bn−4 then we get from Lemma 2.8 that Bn−4 /∈ y′1An−2y4. If By ̸= Bn−4

then, since Bn−4 is the left special letter of y3, we also get from Lemma 2.7 and 2.8 that
Bn−4 /∈ y′1An−2y4. These mean Bn−4 /∈ x1Any

′
1An−2y4.
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From Lemma 2.7 we get By /∈ ỹ4, which means An, An−2, Bn, Bn−2, By /∈ ỹ4. Since An−2

is the right special letter of ỹ, we have An, An−2, Bn /∈ y3Bn−2y2. Together we have

|wn| = |x1Any
′
1An−2y4|+|By|+|ỹ4|+|An−2|+|y3Bn−2y2|+|BnyAnỹBn|+|zA|+|An−2|+|z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 5) + 1 + r(n− 3) + [2r(n− 2) + 3] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 3r(n−2)+3r(n−3)+r(n−5)+6 < 3r(n−2)+3r(n−3)+r(n−5)+6+3r(n−5) ≤ 5r(n−2)+1.

Case 3.3) ỹ = y1An−2y3Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2y2, where the rightmost An−2 and the leftmost
Bn−2 are the right and left special letters of ỹ, respectively.

If A = An−2, B = Bn−2 then we would have a square in wn:

Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ỹ3An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3.

This means we can divide this case, similar to Case 3.1, into two different cases: A = An−2,
B ̸= Bn−2 and A ̸= An−2, B ̸= Bn−2.

Case 3.3.1) A ̸= An−2 and B ̸= Bn−2.
Similar to Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ xB. In the

same way, we get An, An−2, A /∈ z̃ABnz2 and An, An−2, A,Bn /∈ zA. Together we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |A|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n−3)+1+r(n−4)+[3r(n−2)+4]+r(n−4)+1+r(n−3) = 3r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+2r(n−4)+6

< 3r(n− 2) + 2r(n− 3) + 2r(n− 4) + 6 + 2r(n− 4) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.3.2) A = An−2, B ̸= Bn−2 (the case A ̸= An−2, B = Bn−2 is symmetric).
Let An−4 be the right special letter of y3. We will divide this into two cases: An−4 /∈ y2

and An−4 ∈ y2.
Case 3.3.2.1) An−4 /∈ y2.
If An−4 ∈ z2 then we could take the leftmost occurrence of it in z2, which would create a

square in wn:
ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2y2Bnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2y2Bnỹ2Bn−2.

This means An−4 /∈ z2. Let us now mark y3 = u1An−4u2, where the letter An−4 is the
right special letter. We get An−4 /∈ u2Bn−2y2Bnz2. Similar to Case 2.1, we also have
An, An−2 /∈ u2Bn−2y2Bnz2. From Proposition 2.12 we get |u1| ≤ r(n − 5) + r(n − 6) + 1.
Similar to Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ xB. Together we
have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+|B|+|xB|+|AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+|ỹ2Bn−2ũ2|+|An−4ũ1An−2u1An−4|+|u2Bn−2y2Bnz2|
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≤ r(n−3)+1+r(n−4)+[3r(n−2)+4]+r(n−4)+[2(r(n−5)+r(n−6)+1)+3]+r(n−3)

= 3r(n− 2) + 2r(n− 3) + 2r(n− 4) + 2r(n− 5) + 2r(n− 6) + 10

< 3r(n− 2)+ 2r(n− 3)+ 2r(n− 4)+ 2r(n− 5)+ 2r(n− 6)+ 10+2r(n− 6) ≤ 5r(n− 2)+ 2.

Case 3.3.2.2) An−4 ∈ y2.
We will divide this case into three cases depending on the form of y3.
Case 3.3.2.2.1) y3 = u1An−4u3Bn−4u2, where An−4 and Bn−4 are the right and left special

letters of y3, respectively.
SinceAn−4 ∈ y2, we have y2 = ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4y

′
2, where theAn−4 is the leftmost occurrence

of An−4 in y2. If Bn−4 ∈ y1 then y1 = y′1Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1, where the Bn−4 is the rightmost
occurrence of Bn−4 in y1. This would create a square in ỹ:

Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2y3Bn−2ũ2.

So Bn−4 /∈ y1. Now, if B = Bn−4 then xB = ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1 by Lemma 2.7, since Bn−4 /∈ y1.
This would create a square in wn:

Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2

Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2.

So B ̸= Bn−4. This means that, in similar way as in Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈
x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈ xB. Together we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |An−2|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 4) + 1 + r(n− 5) + [3r(n− 2) + 4] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5

< 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5 + r(n− 5) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.3.2.2.2) y3 = u1Bn−4u2, where Bn−4 is both the right and left special letter.
This case is very similar to the previous, Case 3.3.2.2.1.
Now Bn−4 is both the right and left special letter, which means An−4 = Bn−4. Since this

case is a subcase of Case 3.3.2.2, we have An−4 = Bn−4 ∈ y2, which means y2 = ũ2Bn−4y
′
2.

If Bn−4 ∈ y1 then y1 = y′1Bn−4ũ1 and we would have a square in ỹ:

Bn−4ũ1An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ1An−2y3Bn−2ũ2.

So Bn−4 /∈ y1. If B = Bn−4 then xB = ũ1An−2ỹ1. This would create a square in wn:

Bn−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2
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Bn−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2.

So B ̸= Bn−4. This means that, in similar way as in Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈
x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈ xB. Again, we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |An−2|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 4) + 1 + r(n− 5) + [3r(n− 2) + 4] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5

< 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5 + r(n− 5) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.3.2.2.3) y3 = u1An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4u3Bn−4u2, where the rightmost An−4 and the
leftmost Bn−4 are the right and left special letters of y3, respectively.

We divide this case into two subcases: Bn−4 /∈ y1 and Bn−4 ∈ y1.
Case 3.3.2.2.3.1) Bn−4 /∈ y1.
Now B ̸= Bn−4, since otherwise we would have a square in wn:

An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3

An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3.

Similar to Case 2.1, we get Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and An, Bn, Bn−2, Bn−4, B /∈ xB.
Again, we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |An−2|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 4) + 1 + r(n− 5) + [3r(n− 2) + 4] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5

< 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5 + r(n− 5) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.3.2.2.3.2) Bn−4 ∈ y1.
Now y1 = y′1Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1, where the Bn−4 is the rightmost occurrence of Bn−4 in y1, and

y2 = ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4y
′
2, where the An−4 is the leftmost occurrence of An−4 in y2. Remember

that we really have An−4 ∈ y2, since this is a subcase of Case 3.3.2.2.
If An−2 ∈ y1 then we can take the rightmost occurrence of An−2 in y′1 and get y1 =

y′′1An−2u1An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1, which creates a square in ỹ:

An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3.

This means An−2 /∈ y1.
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Now we divide this case into two subcases: B ̸= An−2 and B = An−2.
Case 3.3.2.2.3.2.1) B ̸= An−2.
Now, in similar way as in Case 2.1, we again get An−2, Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ x2Anx̃B and

An, An−2, Bn, Bn−2, B /∈ xB. Again, we have

|wn| = |x2Anx̃B|+ |B|+ |xB|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|+ |zA|+ |An−2|+ |z̃ABnz2|

≤ r(n− 4) + 1 + r(n− 5) + [3r(n− 2) + 4] + r(n− 3) + 1 + r(n− 2)

= 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5

< 4r(n− 2) + r(n− 3) + r(n− 4) + r(n− 5) + 5 + r(n− 5) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 2.

Case 3.3.2.2.3.2.2) B = An−2.

Now we have xB = ỹ1 = u1An−4u3Bn−4ỹ′1. We will first show that An−4 /∈ y′1, x2 and
Bn−4 /∈ y′2, z2.

If An−4 ∈ y′1 then we have y1 = y′′1An−4u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1. This creates a square in wn:

u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4

u3Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4.

So An−4 /∈ y′1. If Bn−4 ∈ y′2 then we have y2 = ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4u3Bn−4y
′′
2 . Also this creates a

square in wn:

Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4u3

Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2ỹ1AnỹBnỹ2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4u3.

So Bn−4 /∈ y′2. If An−4 ∈ x2 then we could take the rightmost occurrence of An−4 in x2 and
get a square in wn:

An−4u3Bn−4ỹ′1Any
′
1Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2u1An−4u3Bn−4ỹ′1Any

′
1Bn−4ũ3An−4ũ1An−2u1.

So An−4 /∈ x2. If Bn−4 ∈ z2 then we could take the leftmost occurrence of Bn−4 in z2 and
get a square in wn:

u2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4y
′
2Bnỹ′2An−4u3Bn−4

u2Bn−2ỹ3An−2y3Bn−2ũ2Bn−4ũ3An−4y
′
2Bnỹ′2An−4u3Bn−4.

So Bn−4 /∈ z2. Now we know that An−4 /∈ x2Any
′
1Bn−4ũ3 and Bn−4 /∈ ũ3An−4y

′
2Bnz2.
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Similar to Case 2.1, we get An−2, Bn, Bn−2 /∈ x2Any
′
1Bn−4ũ3 and An, An−2, Bn, Bn−2 /∈

u3Bn−4ỹ′1 and An, An−2 /∈ ũ3An−4y
′
2Bnz2. From Proposition 2.12 we get |u1|, |u2| ≤ r(n −

6)+ r(n− 7)+1, where r(n− 7) = 0 if n = 7. Since An, Bn /∈ y and An−2 is the right special
letter of ỹ, we trivially have An, An−2, Bn /∈ ỹ2Bn−2ỹ3. From Lemma 2.11 we also get easily
that An, An−2, Bn, Bn−2 /∈ y3. Together we finally have

|wn| = |x2Any
′
1Bn−4ũ3|+ |An−4ũ1An−2u1An−4|+ |u3Bn−4ỹ′1|+ |AnỹBnyAnỹBn|

+|ỹ2Bn−2ỹ3|+ |An−2|+ |y3|+ |Bn−2|+ |ũ2|+ |Bn−4|+ |ũ3An−4y
′
2Bnz2|

≤ r(n−4)+[2r(n−6)+2r(n−7)+5]+r(n−5)+[3r(n−2)+4]+r(n−3)+1+r(n−4)+1+

[r(n−6)+r(n−7)+1]+1+r(n−3) = 3r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+2r(n−4)+r(n−5)+3r(n−6)+3r(n−7)+13

< 3r(n−2)+2r(n−3)+2r(n−4)+r(n−5)+3r(n−6)+3r(n−7)+13+r(n−6)+r(n−7) ≤ 5r(n−2)+2.

As we can see, improving our upper bound was very exhausting. If we would like to
achieve Conjecture 2.3, we would need to use a slightly different approach.

Let us still estimate our upper bound in a closed form. Suppose first n ≥ 7 is even:

r(n) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 4 ≤ 5(5r(n− 4) + 4) + 4 ≤ . . . ≤ 5(n−6)/2r(6) + 4(5(n−8)/2 + . . .+ 5 + 1)

< 5(n−6)/2·(53−58)+(5(n−8)/2+1+. . .+5) = 5n/2−58·5(n−6)/2+(5(n−8)/2+1+. . .+5) < 5n/2 < 2.237n.

Suppose now that n ≥ 7 is odd:

r(n) ≤ 5r(n− 2) + 4 ≤ 5(5r(n− 4) + 4) + 4 ≤ . . . ≤ 5(n−5)/2r(5) + 4(5(n−7)/2 + . . .+ 5 + 1)

< 5(n−5)/2·(52.5−22)+(5(n−7)/2+1+. . .+5) = 5n/2−22·5(n−5)/2+(5(n−7)/2+1+. . .+5) < 5n/2 < 2.237n.

Together with the lower bound, we finally get 2.008n < r(n) < 2.237n, for n ≥ 5.

Remark 2.15. Sébastien Labbé pointed out, through private communication, that our upper
bound 2.237n can be improved to 2.21432n by solving our recursions in a closed form without
estimating them that roughly.
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The most unbalanced words 0q−p1p and majorization

Jetro Vesti

University of Turku, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 20014 Turku, Finland

Abstract

A finite word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ is (cyclically) balanced if for every equal-length factors u and v
of every cyclic shift of w we have ||u|1 − |v|1| ≤ 1. This new notion of balanced words was
defined in [3].

In [2], the authors considered finite balanced words and majorization. One of the main
results was that the base-2 orbit of the balanced word is the least element in the set of orbits
with respect to partial sum. It was also proved that the product of the elements in the base-2
orbit of a word is maximized precisely when the word is balanced.

It turns out that the words 0q−p1p have similar extremal properties, opposite to the
balanced words, which makes it meaningful to call these words the most unbalanced words.
This article contains the analogues of the results mentioned above. We will prove that the
orbit of the word u = 0q−p1p, where p and q are integers with 1 ≤ p < q, is the greatest
element in the set of orbits with respect to partial sum and that it has the smallest product.
We will also prove that u is the greatest element in the set of orbits with respect to partial
product.

Keywords: Combinatorics on words, Balanced word, Majorization.
2000 MSC: 68R15

1. Introduction

Sturmian words were first studied by Morse and Hedlund in [6], since then being one of
the core interests in combinatorics on words, and finite balanced words were first introduced
and studied in [3]. These words are closely linked because every Sturmian word is balanced,
as an infinite word, and every finite balanced word is a factor of some Sturmian word. Every
factor of a Sturmian word is not however necessarily a finite balanced word. Notice that our
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definition of balanced words in this article is not the usual one (see Chapter 2 of [5]). For a
well-known survey on Sturmian words one should look [1].

Besides balanced words, this paper mostly concerns the most unbalanced words 0q−p1p.
In [2] the authors proved many new properties for balanced words in terms of majorization.
Majorization is a common notion in many branches of mathematics and has many appli-
cations, for example in probability, statistics and graph theory. We will notice that also
the words 0p1q−p have many extremal properties in terms of majorization, opposite to the
balanced words. This makes it meaningful to call these words the most unbalanced words.

In Section 2 we will give an analogue of Theorem 2.3 from [2], which says that the base-2
orbit of the balanced word is the least element in the set of orbits with respect to partial
sum. In this article we will prove that the base-2 orbit of the most unbalanced word is the
greatest element. Hence, this result places every other word, with the same number of ones
and zeros, between these two extremal words.

In Section 3 we will give an analogue of Theorem 1.2 from [2], which says that the
product of the elements in the base-2 orbit of a word is maximized precisely when the word
is balanced. In this article we will prove that the product is minimized when the word is the
most unbalanced word. This is done in the case where the number of zeros is greater than
the number of ones.

In Section 4 we will prove a similar result for partial product as we proved for partial
sum in Section 2. The result that the base-2 orbit of the balanced word is the least element
also with respect to partial product has not been proved, but it seems very likely to be true.
In any case, we will prove that the base-2 orbit of the most unbalanced word is the greatest
element also with respect to partial product. For this, we will use the result from Section 3,
which means that the result is proved in the case where the number of zeros is greater than
the number of ones.

1.1. Definitions and notation

We denote by A an alphabet, i.e. a non-empty finite set of symbols called letters. A
word w over A is a finite sequence w = w1w2 . . . wn, where ∀i : wi ∈ A. The empty
word ǫ is the empty sequence. The set A∗ of all words over A is a free monoid under
the operation of concatenation with identity element ǫ and set of generators A. The free
semigroup A+ = A∗ \ {ǫ} is the set of non-empty words over A.

The length of a word w = w1w2 . . . wn ∈ An is denoted by |w| = n. The empty word is
the unique word of length 0. By |w|a, where a ∈ A, we denote the number of occurrences of
the letter a in w. A word x is a factor of a word w ∈ A∗ if w = uxv, for some u, v ∈ A∗. If
u = ǫ (v = ǫ) then we say that x is a prefix (resp. suffix ) of w. The set F(w) is the set of all
factors of w and the set Alph(w) is the set of all letters that occur in w.
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Other basic definitions and notation in combinatorics on words can be found in [4] and
[5].

1.2. Preliminaries

In this paper we will restrict ourselves to a binary alphabet, i.e. A = {0, 1}, where we
define that 0 < 1. The lexicographic order on words u = u1 . . . un and v = v1 . . . vn in An is
defined by: u < v if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that uk = vk for all k = 1, . . . , j− 1 and
uj < vj. We denote u ≤ v if either u < v or u = v. The cyclic shift σ : An → An is defined
by σ(w1 . . . wn) = w2 . . . wnw1. The orbit O(w) of a word w ∈ An is the vector

O(w) = (O1(w), . . . ,On(w)),

where the words Oi(w) are the iterated cyclic shifts w, σ(w), . . . , σn−1(w) arranged in lexi-
cographic order from the smallest to the largest. We will set (w)2 =

∑n

i=1 wi2
n−i for a word

w = w1w2 . . . wn and define the base-2 orbit of w by

I(w) = (I1(w), . . . , In(w)) = ((O1(w))2, . . . , (On(w))2).

A finite word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ is (cyclically) balanced if for every equal-length factors u and
v of every cyclic shift of w we have ||u|1 − |v|1| ≤ 1. If a word is not balanced then it is
unbalanced. Notice that for example the word 001010 is not balanced even though it is a
factor of a Sturmian word and hence a factor of an infinite balanced word.

Let p and q be coprime integers such that 1 ≤ p < q. Wp,q will denote the set of binary
words w ∈ Aq such that |w|1 = p and |w|0 = q − p. From [1] we know that there are q
balanced words in Wp,q and they are all in the same orbit. We define Wp,q to be the set of all
orbits in Wp,q and get that there is a unique balanced orbit in each Wp,q. Because the orbit
depends only on one of its components, we will use the lexicographically smallest component
O1(w) to represent the orbit. This smallest component is a Lyndon word. For example the
orbit (00101, 01001, 01010, 10010, 10100) will be represented notationally by 00101.

Example 1.1. If (p, q) = (2, 5) then the set of all orbits is W2,5 = {00011, 00101}, where
00011 = (00011, 00110, 01100, 10001, 11000), 00101 = (00101, 01001, 01010, 10010, 10100).
The base-2 orbits are I(00011) = (3, 6, 12, 17, 24) and I(00101) = (5, 9, 10, 18, 20).

For w,w′ ∈ Wp,q the base-2 orbit I(w) of w is said to majorize (notice that we use the
same definition as in [2]) the base-2 orbit I(w′) of w′, denoted w′ ≺ w, if

i∑

k=1

Ik(w
′) ≥

i∑

k=1

Ik(w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
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This majorization defines a partial order on the set Wp,q. We can easily determine that∑q

k=1 Ik(w
′) =

∑q

k=1 Ik(w) = (2q − 1)p, which was stated already in [3] after Definition 2.1.

We denote the partial sums of the orbit of w by Si(w) =
∑i

k=1 Ik(w).
Similarly, for w,w′ ∈ Wp,q the base-2 orbit of w is said to majorize with respect to product

the base-2 orbit of w′, denoted w′ ≺p w, if

i∏

k=1

Ik(w
′) ≥

i∏

k=1

Ik(w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

The majorization with respect to product also defines a partial order on the set Wp,q. We
denote the partial products of the orbit of w by Pi(w) =

∏i

k=1 Ik(w).
Let us now present Jenkinson’s theorems from [2].

Theorem 1.2. ([2], Thm. 2.3) For any coprime integers 1 ≤ p < q, the unique balanced
orbit b ∈ Wp,q is the least element in (Wp,q,≺). In other words, for any w ∈ Wp,q,

Si(b) ≥ Si(w) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

Theorem 1.3. ([2], Thm. 1.2) Suppose 1 ≤ p < q are coprime integers. For w ∈ Wp,q the
product P (w) =

∏q

i=1 Ii(w) is maximized precisely when w is balanced.

The next conjecture, stating Theorem 1.2 for partial products, is very likely to be true.
One might be able to prove it using similar ideas that Jenkinson used for partial sums. In
any case, we will prove an analogue of it for the most unbalanced words.

Conjecture 1.4. For any coprime integers 1 ≤ p < q, the unique balanced orbit b ∈ Wp,q is
the least element in (Wp,q,≺p). In other words, for any w ∈ Wp,q,

Pi(b) ≥ Pi(w) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

2. Partial sum

In this section we will prove an analogue of Theorem 1.2 for the most unbalanced words.
Let p, q be integers such that 1 ≤ p < q. We will not need the condition that p and q are
coprime. The word u = 0q−p1p is called the most unbalanced word in Wp,q and the orbit of u
is called the most unbalanced orbit in Wp,q. Notice that if p = 1 or q − p = 1 then u is also
balanced.

Example 2.1. If (p, q) = (3, 8) then the set of all orbits is W3,8 = {00000111, 00001011,
00001101, 00010011, 00010101, 00011001, 00100101}. These are all Lyndon words. The base-
2 orbits and the partial sums of those orbits are listed in Table 1. From these partial sums
we can see the partial ordering of the set W3,8, which is drawn in Figure 1.
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00000111 00001011 00001101 00010011 00010101 00011001 00100101
Ii Si Ii Si Ii Si Ii Si Ii Si Ii Si Ii Si

7 7 11 11 13 13 19 19 21 21 25 25 37 37
14 21 22 33 26 39 38 57 42 63 35 60 41 78
28 49 44 77 52 91 49 106 69 132 50 110 73 151
56 105 88 165 67 158 76 182 81 213 70 180 74 225
112 217 97 262 104 262 98 280 84 297 100 280 82 307
131 348 133 395 134 396 137 417 138 435 140 420 146 453
193 541 176 571 161 557 152 569 162 597 145 565 148 601
224 765 194 765 208 765 196 765 168 765 200 765 164 765

Table 1: The base-2 orbits and the partial sums in W3,8.

From now on, to make the notation easier, we will suppose that the base-2 expansion
(a1a2 . . . an)2 =

∑n

i=1 ai2
n−i can contain numbers also different from 0 or 1, i.e. ai ∈ N. If

there is a power aki inside a base-2 expansion (a1a2 . . . an)2 then we suppose it means that
the number ai appears k times in a row. If we have a number with two or more digits
then we put parentheses around it. For example (00123013(14))2 = (001222013(14))2 =
1 · 27 + 2 · 26 + 2 · 25 + 2 · 24 + 1 · 22 + 3 · 21 + 14 · 20 = 376.

We will start with a lemma that states some simple formulas on base-2 numbers, which
we will need in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Notice that for example (003000)2 = (000600)2,
(0040)2 = (0200)2, (010000000)2 = (001111112)2 and (001111111)2 < (010000000)2. The
next lemma uses these kind of facts.

Lemma 2.2. 1) (040q−2)2 = (0160q−3)2 = (01280q−4)2 = . . . = (0123 . . . (q− 3)(q− 2)(2q))2.
2) (0123 . . . (q − 3)(q − 2)(2q))2 > (0123 . . . (p− 2)(p− 1)pq−2p+1(p− 1)(p− 2) . . . 321)2,

if p ≤ q − p.
3) (0123 . . . (q − 3)(q − 2)(2q))2 > (0123 . . . (q − p − 1)(q − p)2p−q+1(q − p − 1) . . . 321)2,

if p > q − p.
4) (040q−2)2 = (0320q−3)2 = (03120q−4)2 = (02320q−4)2.
5) (02311210q−7)2 = (02312010q−7)2 = (02320010q−7)2 > (02320q−4)2.
6) (0220q−3)2 = (0140q−3)2 = (012q−34)2 > (012q−31)2.
7) (02310q−4)2 = (01270q−4)2 = (01234q−58)2 > (01234q−7321)2.
8) (022232110q−8)2 = (022240110q−8)2 > (022240q−5)2 = (022400q−5)2 = (02320q−4)2.
9) (02222110q−7)2 = (02302110q−7)2 = (02310110q−7)2 > (02310q−4)2 > (01234q−7321)2.
10) (0221210q−6)2 > (022120q−5)2 = (0150q−3)2 = (0123q−46)2 > (0123q−521)2.
11) (021120q−5)2 = (013120q−5)2 = (014000q−5)2 = (012q−34)2 > (012q−31)2.
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00100101
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑✑✰

◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

◗◗s

00011001

❄

00010101

❄

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑✑✰

00010011
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑✑✰

00001101
◗
◗

◗
◗
◗
◗◗s

00001011
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑✑✰

00000111

Figure 1: The partially ordered set (W3,8,≺). If p and q grow large, the poset (Wp,q,≺) grows very complex
and it is hard to yield any other general results except the two extremal elements.

Theorem 2.3. For any integers 1 ≤ p < q, the most unbalanced orbit u = 0q−p1p ∈ Wp,q is
the greatest element in (Wp,q,≺). In other words, for any w ∈ Wp,q,

Si(u) ≤ Si(w) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

Proof. We set w = 0r11s10r21s2 . . . 0rn1sn , where
∑n

i=1 si = p,
∑n

i=1 ri = q − p, n ≥ 2 and
∀i : ri, si > 0. The orbits of w and u are marked with (w1, . . . , wq) and (u1, . . . , uq).

We get Table 2 by writing the orbits of u and w in (lexicographic) order. There are p
ones, and since n ≥ 2, the words wq−p+1 and wq−p+2 start with 10 (the rest of the word is
marked with w′

i). For the same reasons the words wq−p and wq−p−1 start with 01.
For words from w1 to wq−p−2 we see that wi cannot be smaller than a word which we get

by increasing the number of zeros in front of the word by one, starting from wq−p−1. This is
because the number of zeros in front of the word cannot increase by more than one, when
moving one word upwards, and we clearly get a larger word if it does not increase. Similarly,
for words from wq−p+3 to wq we see that wi cannot be larger than a word which we get by
increasing the number of ones in front of the word by one, starting from wq−p+2. We will
suppose that all these words wi start as described.

Now we see that (ui)2 < (wi)2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ q − p − 1, i = q − p + 1, because we
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i ui > / < wi

1 0q−p1p < 0q−p−11w′

1

2 0q−p−11p0 < 0q−p−21w′

2

. . . . . . . . . . . .
q − p− 3 00001p0q−p−4 < 0001w′

q−p−3

q − p− 2 0001p0q−p−3 < 001w′

q−p−2

q − p− 1 001p0q−p−2 < 01w′

q−p−1

q − p 01p0q−p−1 > 01w′

q−p

q − p+ 1 10q−p1p−1 < 10w′

q−p+1

q − p+ 2 110q−p1p−2 > 10w′

q−p+2

q − p+ 3 1110q−p1p−3 > 110w′

q−p+3

. . . . . . . . . . . .
q − 1 1p−10q−p1 > 1p−20w′

q−1

q 1p0q−p > 1p−10w′

q

Table 2: Orbits of u and w from Theorem 2.3.

estimated the words from w1 to wq−p−2 to be the smallest possible. Similarly (ui)2 > (wi)2
for q− p+2 ≤ i ≤ q, i = q− p, because we estimated the words from wq−p+3 to wq to be the
largest possible.

Now we see that Si(u) ≤ Si(w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ q−p−1. If we suppose that Sq−p(u) ≤ Sq−p(w)
then we clearly see that also Sq−p+1(u) ≤ Sq−p+1(w), since (uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2. We already
deduced in the preliminaries that Sq(u) = Sq(w) = (2q − 1)p. Because (ui)2 > (wi)2 for
q − p+ 2 ≤ i ≤ q, we have Si(u) ≤ Si(w) for q − p+ 2 ≤ i ≤ q.

The only thing left to prove is our assumption Sq−p(u) ≤ Sq−p(w) in the previous para-
graph. Direct calculation gives:

Sq−p(u) =

q−p∑

k=1

Ik(u) = (0123 . . . (p− 2)(p− 1)pq−2p+1(p− 1)(p− 2) . . . 321)2 if p ≤ q − p,

Sq−p(u) =

q−p∑

k=1

Ik(u) = (0123 . . . (q − p− 1)(q − p)2p−q+1(q − p− 1) . . . 321)2 if p > q − p.

Now we divide the proof into three cases: 1) n ≥ 4, 2) n = 3 and 3) n = 2. See Tables 3
and 4 for the prefixes of wi in each case.

1) Because n ≥ 4 the words wq−p, wq−p−1, wq−p−2 and wq−p−3 start with 01. It is enough to
take only these four words for the partial sum Sq−p(w) and even suppose that the remaining

7



i Prefixes of wi

1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.3
q − p− 4 001
q − p− 3 01 001 001 0011
q − p− 2 01 01 01 0101 010101 0011 0011011
q − p− 1 01 01 0101 0101 010101 011 011 011
q − p 01 01 0101 011 010101 011 011011 011

Table 3: Prefixes of wi from cases 1-3.3 of Theorem 2.3.

parts of these four words are zeros. Hence we have

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−3

Ik(w) ≥ (040q−2)2 = (0123 . . . (q − 2)(2q))2 > Sq−p(u),

where the equality comes from Lemma 2.2, 1 and the last inequality from Lemma 2.2, 2&3.
2) The case n = 3 is similar to the previous one. We divide it into four subcases depending

on the values of ri and si. Because n = 3 the words wq−p, wq−p−1 and wq−p−2 start with 01
in all cases. From now on, we will use Lemma 2.2 without stating it explicitly.

2.1) ∃i, j (i 6= j): ri, rj ≥ 2. This means there are at least two blocks of zeros of length
at least 2, which means that the words wq−p−3 and wq−p−4 starts with 001. Now it is enough
to take only five words to the partial sum Sq−p(w) and suppose that the remaining parts are
zeros. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−4

Ik(w) ≥ (0320q−3)2 > Sq−p(u).

2.2) ∃!i : ri ≥ 2. Because we have two blocks of zeros of length 1, we get the words
wq−p, wq−p−1 start with 011, 011 or 011, 0101 or 0101, 0101 (depending on the values of si). We
can estimate the partial sum Sq−p(w) downwards so we suppose they start with 0101, 0101.
Since ri ≥ 2, the word wq−p−3 starts with 001. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−3

Ik(w) ≥ (03120q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).

2.3) r1, r2, r3 = 1, ∃i : si ≥ 2. Notice that q−p = r1+r2+r3 = 3. Because there is at least
one block of ones of length at least 2 and r1, r2, r3 = 1, we get the words wq−p, wq−p−1, wq−p−2

8



start with 011, 011, 011 or 011, 011, 0101 or 011, 0101, 0101. From these, we again choose the
smallest ones 011, 0101, 0101 in order to estimate Sq−p(w) downwards. We get

Sq−p(w) =
3∑

1

Ik(w) ≥ (03120q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).

2.4) ∀i : ri, si = 1, i.e. u = 000111 and w = 010101. Trivially we get

Sq−p(w) = (030303)2 > (012321)2 = Sq−p(u).

3) The case n = 2 is similarly divided into several subcases depending on the values of
ri and si. Because n = 2 the words wq−p and wq−p−1 start with 01 in all cases.

3.1) s1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1, r2 ≥ 2. Because s1, s2 ≥ 2 the words wq−p and wq−p−1 start with
011, and because r1, r2 ≥ 2 the words wq−p−2 and wq−p−3 start with 0011. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−3

Ik(w) ≥ (02420q−4)2 > (02320q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).

3.2) s1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2. Because r1 = 1 and s1, s2 ≥ 2 the word wq−p starts
with 0111 or 011011 and because r2 ≥ 2 the word wq−p−2 starts with 00111 or 0011011.
From these we choose the smaller ones 011011 and 0011011. The word wq−p−1 starts with
011, since s1, s2 ≥ 2. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−2

Ik(w) ≥ (02311210q−7)2 > (02320q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).

3.3) s1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1, r2 = 1. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 2. Because s1, s2 ≥ 2 the
words w1 and w2 start with 011. We get

Sq−p(w) =
2∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (0220q−3)2 > (012q−31)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.4.1) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 ≥ 3, r2 ≥ 2 or r1 ≥ 2, r2 ≥ 3. We can easily see that the
words wq−p, wq−p−1, wq−p−2, wq−p−3, wq−p−4 start with 01, 01, 001, 001, 0001. Because s2 ≥ 2
we additionally get that from these words wq−p and wq−p−2 start with 011 and 0011. Together
we have

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−4

Ik(w) ≥ (02320q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).
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i Prefixes of wi

3.4.1-2 3.5.1-2 3.5.3 3.6.1-3 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.10 3.11
q − p− 4 0001 00001101 00001011
q − p− 3 001 0001101 0001011 001 0001
q − p− 2 0011 001101 001101 001011 001 001 00101
q − p− 1 01 01 01001 01011 01011 01 01 01001 0101
q − p 011 01101 01101 011 01101 01 0101 01010 0101

Table 4: Prefixes of wi from cases 3.4-3.11 of Theorem 2.3.

3.4.2) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1, r2 = 2. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 4. This is similar to
the previous case except we do not have the word wq−p−4. We get

Sq−p(w) =
4∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (02310q−4)2 > (01234q−7321)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.5.1) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 4. Because r1 = 1 and s2 ≥ 2 the word wq−p

starts with 0111 or 01101. We choose the smaller one 01101. Since r2 ≥ 4, the same applies
to the words wq−p−2, wq−p−3 and wq−p−4, which are estimated to start with 001101, 0001101
and 00001101. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−4

Ik(w) ≥ (022232110q−8)2 > (02320q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).

3.5.2) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 = 1, r2 = 3. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 4. This is similar
to the previous case except we do not have the word wq−p−4. We get

Sq−p(w) =
4∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (02222110q−7)2 > (01234q−7321)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.5.3) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 = 1, r2 = 2. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 3. This is similar
to the previous case except we do not have the word wq−p−3 and we know that the word
wq−p−1 starts with 01001. We get

Sq−p(w) =
3∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (0221210q−6)2 > (0123q−521)2 = Sq−p(u).
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3.6.1) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 ≥ 4, r2 = 1. Because s2 ≥ 2 the word wq−p starts with 011.
Because s1, r2 = 1 and r1 ≥ 4 we know that the words wq−p−1, wq−p−2, wq−p−3 and wq−p−4

start with 01011, 001011, 0001011 and 00001011. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−4

Ik(w) ≥ (022232210q−8)2 > (02320q−4)2 > Sq−p(u).

3.6.2) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 = 3, r2 = 1. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 4. This is similar
to the previous case except we do not have the word wq−p−4. We get

Sq−p(w) =
4∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (02222210q−7)2 > (01234q−7321)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.6.3) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1 = 2, r2 = 1. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 3. This is similar
to the previous case except we do not have the word wq−p−3. We get

Sq−p(w) =
3∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (0221210q−6)2 > (0123q−521)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.7) s1 = 1, s2 ≥ 2 and r1, r2 = 1. Notice that q − p = r1 + r2 = 2. Because s2 ≥ 2 and
r1 = 1 the word w2 starts with 0111 or 01101 from which we choose the smaller one 01101.
The word w1 starts with 01011. We get

Sq−p(w) =
2∑

k=1

Ik(w) ≥ (021120q−5)2 > (012q−31)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.8) s1, s2 = 1 and r1, r2 ≥ 2. Notice that p = s1 + s2 = 2. Because r1, r2 ≥ 2 the words
wq−p−2 and wq−p−3 start with 001. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−3

Ik(w) ≥ (0220q−3)2 > (012q−31)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.9) s1, s2 = 1 and r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 3. Because s1, r2 = 1 the word wq−p starts with 0101 and
because r2 ≥ 3 the words wq−p−1, wq−p−2 and wq−p−3 start with 01, 001 and 0001. We get

Sq−p(w) ≥
q−p∑

k=q−p−3

Ik(w) ≥ (02120q−4)2 = (0220q−3)2 > (012q−31)2 = Sq−p(u).
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3.10) s1, s2 = 1 and r1 = 1, r2 = 2. Now u = 00011 and w = 01001. We get

Sq−p(w) = (02112)2 > (01221)2 = Sq−p(u).

3.11) s1, s2 = 1 and r1, r2 = 1. Now u = 0011 and w = 0101. We get

Sq−p(w) = (0202)2 > (0121)2 = Sq−p(u).

Remark 2.4. In the previous proof, we can also use induction on the length of the word u.
Instead of dividing the proof into three cases and handling them all separately, we can suppose
that the theorem holds for all shorter words and use the fact that Sq−p(u) = Sq−p(0

−1u) ≤
Sq−p(0

−1w) = Sq−p(w). This reduces significantly the length of the proof, but we also lose
some combinatorial insight.

3. Product

In this section we prove an analogue of Theorem 1.3 for the most unbalanced words.
We will not need the condition that q and p are coprime. The following two lemmas state
some simple inequalities on base-2 numbers that we need in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to
follow. We will suppose that the base-2 expansion (a1a2 . . . an)2 =

∑n

i=1 ai2
n−i can contain

also rational numbers, i.e. ai ∈ Q. For example (1
2
003

2
0)2 = (0103

2
0)2 = (01011)2 and

2
3
· (0110)2 = (02

3
2
3
0)2 = (06

3
00)2 = (1000)2.

Lemma 3.1. The following inequalities hold for any w ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a, b ≥ 0 (a + b ≥ 1)
such that the words on both sides are equally long and have equally many zeros and ones.

1) 2 · (0b11a0b2)2 < (0b1−21w)2, where b1 ≥ 3 and b2 ≥ 0.
2) 4 · (000001a0b)2 < (001w)2.
3) 21

8
· (00001a0b)2 < (0010101w)2.

4) (0b11a0b2)2 < (0b1−11w)2, where b1 ≥ 2 and b2 ≥ 0.
5) 1

2
· (01a0b)2 < (01w)2.

6) (10b1a)2 ≤ (1w)2.
7) 2

3
· (110b1a)2 < (1w)2.

8) 4
7
· (1110b1a)2 < (1w)2.

9) 1
2
· (1a10b1a2)2 < (1w)2, where a1 ≥ 1 and a2 ≥ 0.

Proof. 1) 2 · (0b11a0b2)2 = (0b1−11a0b2+1)2 < (0b1−210a+b2+1)2 < (0b1−21w)2.
2) 4 · (000001a0b)2 = 2 · (00001a0b+1)2 = (0001a0b+2)2 < (0010a+b+2)2 < (001w)2.
3) 21

8
· (00001a0b)2 < 21

8
· (00010a+b)2 = (00021

8
0a+b)2 = (00101010a+b−3)2 < (0010101w)2
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4) (0b11a0b2)2 < (0b1−110a+b2)2 < (0b1−11w)2.
5) 1

2
· (01a0b)2 < 1

2
· (10a+b)2 = (010a+b−1)2 < (01w)2.

6) Trivial.
7) 2

3
· (110b1a)2 = (2

3
2
3
0b(2

3
)a)2 = (100b(2

3
)a)2 < (1w)2.

8) 4
7
· (1110b1a)2 = (4

7
4
7
4
7
0b(4

7
)a)2 = (4

7
6
7
00b(4

7
)a)2 = (1000b(4

7
)a)2 < (1w)2.

9) 1
2
· (1a10b1a2)2 < 1

2
· (1a1+b+a2)2 <

1
2
· (20a1+b+a2−1)2 = (10a1+b+a2−1)2 < (1w)2.

Lemma 3.2. The following inequalities hold for any w ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a, b ≥ 0 (a + b ≥ 1)
such that the words on both sides are equally long and have equally many zeros and ones.

1) 3
2
· (0b1+11a0b2)2 < (0b111w)2, where b1 ≥ 1 and b2 ≥ 0.

2) 11
8
· (0b1+11a0b2)2 < (0b11011w)2, where b1 ≥ 1 and b2 ≥ 0.

3) 8
3
· (0000110b)2 < (001w)2.

4) 13
8
· (0001a0b)2 < (001101w)2.

5) 5
3
· (000110b)2 < (00101w)2.

6) 3
4
· (01a0b)2 < (011w)2.

7) 2
3
· (0b1110b21a)2 < (0b11w)2, where a, b1, b2 ≥ 0.

8) 3
4
· (1a10b1a2)2 < (11w)2, where a1, b ≥ 1 and a2 ≥ 0.

9) 5
6
· (0b1110b21a)2 < (0b1101w)2, where a, b1 ≥ 0 and b2 ≥ 1.

Proof. 1) 3
2
· (0b1+11a0b2)2 <

3
2
· (0b110a+b2)2 = (0b1 3

2
0a+b2)2 = (0b1110a+b2−1)2 < (0b111w)2.

2) 11
8
· (0b1+11a0b2)2 <

11
8
· (0b110a+b2)2 = (0b1 11

8
0a+b2)2 = (0b110110a+b2−3)2 < (0b11011w)2.

3) 8
3
· (0000110b)2 = (00008

3
8
3
0b)2 = (000012

3
00b)2 = (0010000b)2 < (001w)2.

4) 13
8
· (0001a0b)2 < 13

8
· (0010a+b)2 = (0013

8
0a+b)2 = (0011010a+b−3)2 < (001101w)2.

5) 5
3
· (000110b)2 = (0005

3
5
3
0b)2 = (0006

3
10b)2 = (001010b)2 < (00101w)2.

6) 3
4
· (01a0b)2 < 3

4
· (10a+b)2 = (3

4
0a+b)2 = (06

4
0a+b−1)2 = (0110a+b−2)2 < (011w)2.

7) 2
3
· (0b1110b21a)2 = (0b1 2

3
2
3
0b2 2

3

a
)2 = (0b1100b2 2

3

a
)2 < (0b11w)2

8) 3
4
· (1a10b1a2)2 < 3

4
· (10a1+b1a2)2 = (3

4
0a1+b 3

4

a2)2 = (0110a1+b−2 3
4

a2)2 < (11w)2 (notice
that the length of the base-2 expansion changes after the first and last inequality).

9) 5
6
· (0b1110b21a)2 = (0b1 5

6
5
6
0b2 5

6

a
)2 = (0b113

6
0b2 5

6

a
)2 = (0b11010b2−1 5

6

a
)2 < (0b1101w)2.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 3.3 to follow is to multiply the base-2 expansions
of the words in the orbit (u1, . . . , uq) of the most unbalanced word u = 0q−p1p with some
number so that the base-2 expansion of the corresponding word in the orbit (w1, . . . , wq)
of any other word w ∈ Wp,q is larger. If the product of all the multipliers is at least one
then we get the product of u is smaller than the product of w. Table 5 gives the multipliers
for each word in case 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.3. If we multiply the base-2 expansion
of ui with Multiplier(i) we get a smaller number than the base-2 expansion of wi. We find
that the product of the multipliers really is at least one: in case 1.1

∏q

i=1 Multiplier(i) =
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i ui wi Multiplier(i)
Case 1.1 Case 1.2 Case 1.1 Case 1.2

1 0q−p1p 0n1w′

1 (n ≤ q − p− 2) 2
2 0q−p−11p0 0n1w′

2 (n ≤ q − p− 3) 2
. . . . . . . . . . . .

q − p− 5 0000001p0q−p−6 0n1w′

q−p−5 (n ≤ 4) 2

q − p− 4 000001p0q−p−5 001w′

q−p−4 0001w′

q−p−4 4 2

q − p− 3 00001p0q−p−4 001w′

q−p−3 0010101w′

q−p−3 2 21
8

q − p− 2 0001p0q−p−3 01w′

q−p−2 2

q − p− 1 001p0q−p−2 01w′

q−p−1 1

q − p 01p0q−p−1 01w′

q−p
1
2

q − p+ 1 10q−p1p−1 1w′

q−p+1 1

q − p+ 2 110q−p1p−2 1w′

q−p+2
2
3

q − p+ 3 1110q−p1p−3 1w′

q−p+3
4
7

q − p+ 4 11110q−p1p−4 1w′

q−p+4
1
2

. . . . . . . . . . . .
q − 1 1p−10q−p1 1w′

q−1
1
2

q 1p0q−p 1w′

q
1
2

Table 5: Case 1 in Theorem 3.3.

2q−p−5 · 4 · 2 · 2 · 1 · 1
2
· 1 · 2

3
· 4
7
· 1
2

p−3
= 32

21
· 2(q−p)−p−1 and in case 1.2

∏q

i=1 Multiplier(i) =

2q−p−4 · 21
8
· 2 · 1 · 1

2
· 1 · 2

3
· 4
7
· 1
2

p−3
= 2(q−p)−p−1, where (q − p) − p − 1 ≥ 0 because we will

suppose that there are more zeros than ones, i.e. p < q − p. The theorem is probably true
even without the assumption that there are more zeros than ones, but it would be more
difficult to prove.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose 1 ≤ p < q are integers such that p < q − p. For w ∈ Wp,q the
product P (w) =

∏q

i=1 Ii(w) is minimized precisely when w = 0q−p1p.

Proof. We set u = 0q−p1p and w = 0r11s10r21s2 . . . 0rn1sn , where
∑n

i=1 si = p,
∑n

i=1 ri = q−p,
n ≥ 2 and ∀i : ri, si > 0. The orbits of w and u are marked with (w1, . . . , wq) and (u1, . . . , uq).
Our goal is to prove that P (u) < P (w). We divide the proof into two cases: 1) n ≥ 3 and
2) n = 2.

1) We divide this case into two subcases: 1.1) ∃i, j (i 6= j): ri, rj ≥ 2 and 1.2) ∃!i : ri ≥ 2.
Notice that at least one ri has to be at least two because otherwise there would not be more
zeros than ones.
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We get Table 5 by writing the orbits of u and w in (lexicographic) order. There are p
ones so the words from wq to wq−p start with the letter 1 (the rest of the word is marked
with w′

i). Because n ≥ 3 the next three words from wq−p−1 to wq−p−3 start with 01. In case
1.1 there are at least two blocks of zeros of length at least two, which means that the next
two words wq−p−3 and wq−p−4 can start with 01, 01 or 01, 001 or 001, 001. We suppose that
the words start with 001, 001 because that makes the product P (w) smallest. In case 1.2
there is only one block of zeros which is of length at least 2, which means that the word
wq−p−3 starts with 01, 0011, 001011 or 0010101. Similar to the case 1.1, we suppose that it
starts with 0010101 because that makes the product P (w) smallest.

The number of zeros in front of the word cannot increase by more than one, when moving
one word upwards. Since (10a)2 > (01a)2, we get the smallest possible wi for the rest by
doing exactly that.

From Lemma 3.1 we now get directly the following inequalities:

2 · (uq−p−i)2 < (wq−p−i)2 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ q − p− 1
4 · (uq−p−4)2 < (wq−p−4)2 (case 1.1)

21/8 · (uq−p−3)2 < (wq−p−3)2 (case 1.2)
(uq−p−1)2 < (wq−p−1)2

1/2 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2
(uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2

2/3 · (uq−p+2)2 < (wq−p+2)2
4/7 · (uq−p+3)2 < (wq−p+3)2
1/2 · (uq−p+i)2 < (wq−p+i)2 for every 4 ≤ i ≤ p.

We already determined that the products of the multipliers are at least one: 2q−p−5 ·4 ·2 ·
2 ·1 · 1

2
·1 · 2

3
· 4
7
· 1
2

p−3
= 32

21
·2(q−p)−p−1 > 1 and 2q−p−4 · 21

8
·2 ·1 · 1

2
·1 · 2

3
· 4
7
· 1
2

p−3
= 2(q−p)−p−1 ≥ 1,

where (q − p)− p− 1 ≥ 0 because p < q − p. From these facts we get our claim:
1.1) P (u) =

∏q

i=1 (ui)2 <
∏q−p−5

i=1 [2(ui)2] · 4(uq−p−3)2 · 2(uq−p−2)2(uq−p−1)2 · 1/2(uq−p)2
(uq−p+1)2 · 2/3(uq−p+2)2 · 4/7(uq−p+3)2 ·

∏q

i=q−p+4 1/2(ui)2 <
∏q

i=1 (wi)2 = P (w).

1.2) P (u) =
∏q

i=1 (ui)2 ≤
∏q−p−4

i=1 [2(ui)2] · 21/8(uq−p−3)2 · 2(uq−p−2)2(uq−p−1)2 · 1/2(uq−p)2
(uq−p+1)2 · 2/3(uq−p+2)2 · 4/7(uq−p+3)2 ·

∏q

i=q−p+4 1/2(ui)2 <
∏q

i=1 (wi)2 = P (w).

2) This case is similar to the previous one. We divide it into five subcases depending
on the values of r1, r2, s1 and s2. Notice that case r1, r2 = 1 is impossible because then we
would have 2 ≤ s1 + s2 = p < q − p = r1 + r2 = 2.

2.1) r1, r2 ≥ 2 and (s1, s2) 6= (1, 1)
2.2) r1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1, s2 = 1
2.3) r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1 ≥ 1, s2 ≥ 2
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i ui Prefixes of wi Multiplier(i)
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

1 0q−p1p 0n1 0n1 0n1101 0n1011 0n101 2 8
3

13
8

11
8

5
3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
q−p−3 00001p0q−p−4 001 001 . . . . . . . . . 2 8

3
. . . . . . . . .

q−p−2 0001p0q−p−3 0011 001 001101 . . . 00101 3
2

1 13
8

. . . 5
3

q−p−1 001p0q−p−2 01 01 01 01011 01 1 1 1 11
8

1
q − p 01p0q−p−1 011 01 011 011 0101 3

4
2
3

3
4

3
4

5
6

q−p+1 10q−p1p−1 10 10 10 10 10 1 1 1 1 1
q−p+2 110q−p1p−2 10 10 101 101 101 2

3
2
3

5
6

5
6

5
6

q−p+3 1110q−p1p−3 11 11 11 3
4

3
4

3
4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
q 1p0q−p 11 11 11 3

4
3
4

3
4

Table 6: Case 2 in Theorem 3.3.

2.4) r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1 ≥ 2, s2 ≥ 1
2.5) r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1, s2 = 1.
We get Table 6 by using the same kind of reasoning as in case 1 (the suffixes w′

i of wi

have been left out to save space):
There are p ones and n = 2 so the words from wq to wq−p+3 start with 11 and the words

wq−p+2 and wq−p+1 start with 10. In cases 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 we have r1 = 1 so we additionally
know that the word wq−p+2 starts with 101.

There are q−p zeros and n = 2 so the words wq−p and wq−p−1 start with 01. In addition,
in cases 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 we have s1 or s2 ≥ 2, which means the word wq−p starts with 011.
In case 2.5 we have s1, s2 = 1, which means the word wq−p starts with 0101. In addition, in
case 2.4 we have r1 = 1 and s1 ≥ 2, which means the word wq−p−1 starts with either 011 or
01011, from which we choose the smaller one 01011.

In cases 2.1 and 2.3 the word wq−p−2 starts with 0011 because r1, s1 ≥ 2 or r2, s2 ≥ 2.
In addition, in case 2.3 we have r1 = 1, which means it starts with 00111 or 001101, from
which we choose the smaller one 001101. In cases 2.2 and 2.5 the word wq−p−2 starts with
001 because r1 or r2 ≥ 2. In addition, in case 2.5 we have r1, s1, s2 = 1, which means the
word wq−p−2 starts with 00101. In cases 2.1 and 2.2 the word wq−p−3 starts with 001 because
r1, r2 ≥ 2.

We get the smallest possible wi for the rest of the words by increasing the number of
zeros in front of the word by one, until i = 1.

From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we now get the following inequalities:
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2.1)

2 · (uq−p−i)2 < (wq−p−i)2 for every 3 ≤ i ≤ q − p− 1 (Lemma 3.1, 1)
3/2 · (uq−p−2)2 < (wq−p−2)2 (Lemma 3.2, 1)

(uq−p−1)2 < (wq−p−1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 4)
3/4 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 (Lemma 3.2, 6)

(uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 6)
2/3 · (uq−p+2)2 < (wq−p+2)2 (Lemma 3.2, 7)
3/4 · (uq−p+i)2 < (wq−p+i)2 for every 3 ≤ i ≤ p (Lemma 3.2, 8).

2.2)

8/3 · (uq−p−i)2 < (wq−p−i)2 for every 3 ≤ i ≤ q − p− 1 (Lemma 3.2, 3)
(uq−p−2)2 < (wq−p−2)2 (Lemma 3.1, 4)
(uq−p−1)2 < (wq−p−1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 4)

2/3 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 (Lemma 3.2, 7)
(uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 6)

2/3 · (uq−p+2)2 < (wq−p+2)2 (Lemma 3.2, 7).

2.3)

13/8 · (uq−p−i)2 < (wq−p−i)2 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ q − p− 1 (Lemma 3.2, 4)
(uq−p−1)2 < (wq−p−1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 4)

3/4 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 (Lemma 3.2, 6)
(uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 6)

5/6 · (uq−p+2)2 < (wq−p+2)2 (Lemma 3.2, 9)
3/4 · (uq−p+i)2 < (wq−p+i)2 for every 3 ≤ i ≤ p (Lemma 3.2, 8).

2.4)

11/8 · (uq−p−i)2 < (wq−p−i)2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ q − p− 1 (Lemma 3.2, 2)
3/4 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 (Lemma 3.2, 6)

(uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 6)
5/6 · (uq−p+2)2 < (wq−p+2)2 (Lemma 3.2, 9)
3/4 · (uq−p+i)2 < (wq−p+i)2 for every 3 ≤ i ≤ p (Lemma 3.2, 8).

2.5)

5/3 · (uq−p−i)2 < (wq−p−i)2 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ q − p− 1 (Lemma 3.2, 5)
(uq−p−1)2 < (wq−p−1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 4)

5/6 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 (Lemma 3.2, 9)
(uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2 (Lemma 3.1, 6)

5/6 · (uq−p+2)2 < (wq−p+2)2 (Lemma 3.2, 9).
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All that remains to be done is to calculate the products of the multipliers are at least
one:

2.1) 2q−p−3 · 3
2
· 3
4
· 2
3
· 3
4

p−3
= 9

8
· 3
2

p−4
2q−2p > 1

2.2) 8
3

q−p−3 · 2
3
· 2
3
= 32

27
· 8
3

q−p−4
> 1

2.3) 13
8

q−p−2 · 3
4
· 5
6
· 3
4

p−3
= 195

192
· 39
32

p−3 13
8

q−2p
> 1

2.4) 11
8

q−p−1 · 3
4
· 5
6
· 3
4

p−3
= 605

512
· 33
32

p−3 11
8

q−2p
> 1

2.5) 5
3

q−p−2 · 5
6
· 5
6
= 125

108
· 5
3

q−p−3
> 1.

We know that the lexicographically smallest orbit, the most unbalanced orbit u, gives the
smallest product and that the lexicographically largest orbit, the balanced orbit b, gives the
largest product. This does not apply generally to all the words between these two extremal
words, i.e. a word may have a smaller product than a word which has smaller lexicoraphical
order.

In [3] it was observed a permutation between the lexicographic ordering of an orbit
w ∈ Wp,q and the dynamic ordering w, σ(w), . . . , σq−1(w) of that same orbit. They called it
the lexidynamic permutation for the word w. We can also examine a permutation from the
lexicographical order of an orbit in the whole Wp,q to the productional order of that orbit.
This means that the lexiproductional permutation for the word w ∈ Wp,q always maps 1 7→ 1
and q 7→ q, where |w| = q. Here is the permutation for W4,9 which is plotted in Figure 2
(the product of the latter word is in parentheses):

000001111 7→ 000001111 (17057310054912000000)

000010111 7→ 000010111 (69309861547173120000)

000011011 7→ 000011101 (103115999585285683200)

000011101 7→ 000011011 (106107230996504524800)

000100111 7→ 000100111 (184709385608811148800)

000101011 7→ 000111001 (225726106934040832512)

000101101 7→ 000101101 (287935726164372000000)

000110011 7→ 000110011 (288046371229598615040)

000110101 7→ 000101011 (294762710705942322432)

000111001 7→ 000110101 (359572755909315080448)

001001011 7→ 001001011 (450633542546718000000)

001001101 7→ 001001101 (480928605792476688000)
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001010011 7→ 001010011 (524261153928446022528)

001010101 7→ 001010101 (678501146123915400000)

Figure 2: The permutation between lexicographical and productional orders in W4,9.

We can define the balancedness of a word inWp,q by the productional ordering, i.e. a word
is more balanced than words with smaller product. We can see that the words 000011101
and 000111001 have larger productional order than lexicographical order and that the words
000011011, 000101011 and 000110101 have smaller productional order than lexicographical
order. For the rest of the words these orders are the same. We can therefore define that the
words 000011101 and 000111001 are over balanced and that the words 000011011, 000101011
and 000110101 are under balanced. The rest of the words are equally balanced.

4. Partial product

In this section we prove an analogue of Conjecture 1.4 for the most unbalanced words.
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Example 4.1. If (p, q) = (3, 8) then the set of all orbits is W3,8 = {00000111, 00001011,
00001101, 00010011, 00010101, 00011001, 00100101}. The base-2 orbits and the approximated
partial products of those orbits are listed in Table 7. From these partial products we can see
the partial ordering of the set W3,8 with respect to product, which is drawn in Figure 3. Notice
that it is different from the Figure 1.

00000111 00001011 00001101 00010011 00010101 00011001 00100101 ·10xi

Ii Pi Ii Pi Ii Pi Ii Pi Ii Pi Ii Pi Ii Pi xi

7 7 11 11 13 13 19 19 21 21 25 25 37 37 0
14 0.98 22 2.4 26 3.4 38 7.2 42 8.8 35 8.7 41 15 2
28 0.27 44 1.1 52 1.8 49 3.5 69 6.1 50 4.4 73 11 4
56 0.15 88 0.94 67 1.2 76 2.7 81 4.9 70 3.1 74 8.2 6
112 0.17 97 0.91 104 1.2 98 2.6 84 4.1 100 3.1 82 6.7 8
131 0.23 133 1.2 134 1.6 137 3.6 138 5.7 140 4.3 146 9.8 10
193 0.44 176 2.1 161 2.6 152 5.5 162 9.3 145 6.2 148 15 12
224 0.97 194 4.1 208 5.5 196 11 168 16 200 12 164 24 14

Table 7: The base-2 orbits and the (approximated) partial products in W3,8. The numbers Pi are to be
multiplied by 10xi .

Theorem 4.2. For any integers 1 ≤ p < q−p, the most unbalanced orbit u = 0q−p1p ∈ Wp,q

is the greatest element in (Wp,q,≺p). In other words, for any w ∈ Wp,q,

Pi(u) ≤ Pi(w) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

Proof. We set w = 0r11s10r21s2 . . . 0rn1sn , where
∑n

i=1 si = p,
∑n

i=1 ri = q − p, n ≥ 2 and
∀i : ri, si > 0. The orbits of w and u are marked with (w1, . . . , wq) and (u1, . . . , uq).

We use Table 2 from the proof of Theorem 2.3 and the same kind of deduction. We get
Pi(u) ≤ Pi(w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ q − p − 1. If we suppose that Pq−p(u) ≤ Pq−p(w) then we get
Pq−p+1(u) ≤ Pq−p+1(w), since (uq−p+1)2 < (wq−p+1)2. From Theorem 3.3 we directly get
Pq(u) < Pq(w). Because (ui)2 > (wi)2 for q − p + 2 ≤ i ≤ q, we get Pi(u) ≤ Pi(w) for
q − p+ 2 ≤ i ≤ q.

Again, the only thing we need to prove now is our assumption Pq−p(u) ≤ Pq−p(w) in the
previous paragraph. We divide the proof into two cases: 1) n ≥ 3 and 2) n = 2. See Table
8 for the prefixes and multipliers of wi in each case.

1) Because n ≥ 3 the words wq−p, wq−p−1 and wq−p−2 start with 01. From Lemma 3.1, 1
and 5, we now directly get 1/2 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 and 2 · (uq−p−2)2 < (wq−p−2)2. This gives
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00100101
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑✑✰

◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

◗◗s

00011001
◗
◗

◗
◗
◗
◗◗s

00010101
✑

✑
✑

✑
✑

✑✑✰

00010011

❄

00001101

❄

00001011

❄

00000111

Figure 3: The partially ordered set (W3,8,≺p). Similar to the partial sum, if p and q grow large it is hard
to yield any other general results from the poset (Wp,q,≺p) except the two extremal elements.

our claim:

Pq−p(u) =

q−p∏

i=1

(ui)2 =

q−p−3∏

i=1

[(ui)2] · 2(uq−p−2)2 · (uq−p−1)2 · 1/2(uq−p)2 <

q−p∏

i=1

(wi)2 = Pq−p(w).

2) We divide this case into four subcases depending on the values of ri and si. Notice that
case r1, r2 = 1 is impossible because then we would have 2 ≤ s1+s2 = p < q−p = r1+r2 = 2.

2.1) r1, r2 ≥ 2. Now the words wq−p and wq−p−1 start with 01 and the words wq−p−2 and
wq−p−3 start with 001. From Lemma 3.1, 1 and 5, we again get 1/2 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 and
2 · (uq−p−3)2 < (wq−p−3)2. This gives our claim:

Pq−p(u) =

q−p−4∏

i=1

[(ui)2] · 2(uq−p−3)2 · (uq−p−2)2 · (uq−p−1)2 · 1/2(uq−p)2 <

q−p∏

i=1

(wi)2 = Pq−p(w).
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i Prefixes of wi Multiplier(i)
1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4

q − p− 3 001 2
q − p− 2 01 001 001101 001011 001 2 13/8 11/8 4/3
q − p− 1 01 01 01 01011 01 11/8 4/3
q − p 01 01 011 011 01 1/2 1/2 3/4 3/4 2/3

Table 8: Prefixes and multipliers of wi from the proof of Theorem 4.2.

2.2) r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1 ≥ 1, s2 ≥ 2. This is identical to the case 2.3 in the proof
of Theorem 3.3, from which we get wq−p starts with 011,wq−p−1 starts with 01 and wq−p−2

starts with 001101. From Lemma 3.2, 4 and 6, we similarly get 3/4 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2 and
13/8 · (uq−p−2)2 < (wq−p−2)2. This gives our claim (notice that 13/8 · 3/4 > 1):

Pq−p(u) <

q−p−3∏

i=1

[(ui)2] · 13/8(uq−p−2)2 · (uq−p−1)2 · 3/4(uq−p)2 <

q−p∏

i=1

(wi)2 = Pq−p(w).

2.3) r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1 ≥ 2, s2 ≥ 1. This is similar to the case 2.4 in the proof of
Theorem 3.3, from which we get wq−p starts with 011, wq−p−1 starts with 01011 and wq−p−2

starts with 001011. From Lemma 3.2, 2 and 6, we similarly get 3/4 · (uq−p)2 < (wq−p)2,
11/8 · (uq−p−1)2 < (wq−p−1)2 and 11/8 · (uq−p−2)2 < (wq−p−2)2. This gives our claim (notice
that 11/8 · 11/8 · 3/4 > 1):

Pq−p(u) <

q−p−3∏

i=1

[(ui)2] · 11/8(uq−p−2)2 · 11/8(uq−p−1)2 · 3/4(uq−p)2 <

q−p∏

i=1

(wi)2 = Pq−p(w).

2.4) r1 = 1, r2 ≥ 2 and s1, s2 = 1. Because r2 ≥ 2 the words wq−p, wq−p−1 and wq−p−2 start
with 01, 01 and 001. Because q−p = s1+s2 = 2 we have uq−p = 0110q−3, uq−p−1 = 00110q−4

and uq−p−2 = 000110q−5. Now we get 2/3 · (uq−p)2 = (02
3
2
3
0q−3)2 = (010q−2)2 < (wq−p)2,

4/3 · (uq−p−1)2 = (004
3
4
3
0q−4)2 = (006

3
0q−3)2 = (010q−2)2 < (wq−p−1)2 and 4/3 · (uq−p−2)2 =

(0004
3
4
3
0q−5)2 = (0006

3
0q−4)2 = (0010q−3)2 < (wq−p−2)2. This gives our claim (notice that

4/3 · 4/3 · 2/3 > 1):

Pq−p(u) <

q−p−3∏

i=1

[(ui)2] · 4/3(uq−p−2)2 · 4/3(uq−p−1)2 · 2/3(uq−p)2 <

q−p∏

i=1

(wi)2 = Pq−p(w).
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